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In 1968 the Department of Defense completed an eighteen month
study of "U.S.Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967," popularly known as
the "Pentagon Papers." The existence of this classified 47 volume
study became known to the public through newspaper reports in
June 1971. In September the Defense Department declassified large
portions of the first 43 volumes. The other four volumes remained
classified on the grounds that disclosure of the materials they cover—
the history of negotiations—would be detrimental to the national
interest.
In September 1971 the Committee on Foreign Relations began a
a detailed study of the Pentagon history and related materials. The
study was initiated under the authority of S. Res. 140, agreed to
duly 24, 1971, for the purpose of inquiring into the origins and evolution of the U.S. involvement in Vietnam, with particular reference to
lessons for U.S. foreign policy making that might be drawn from the
Pentagon history. Three staff researchers, Robert E. Biles, Robert M.
Blum,.and Ann L. Hollick, have been engaged in a careful review of
the 7,000 pages of documents and analysis included in "U.S.Vietnam
Relations." They have had at their disposal both the classified and
unclassified versions of the Pentagon Papers. In addition, they have
drawn upon corroborative printed materials and interviews with
individuals involved in the events under study.
"Vietnam Commitments, 1961" by Ann L. Hollick is the first of
the staff studies to be released. It deals with those policies and decisions of the first year of the Kennedy Administration which significantly deepened the U.S. military involvement in the Vietnam war.
From April to November of 1961, the United States Government
engaged in serious discussions with the South Vietnamese Government regarding the possibility of a bilateral defense treaty and the
possible dispatch of U.S. combat troops to Vietnam. On April 29
President gennedy authorized an increase in the size of the U.S.
military assistance effort, bringing the total American force in Vietnam to a level exceeding the ceiling specified in the Geneva Convention of 1954. In November of 1961 the Administration sent Presidential Advisor; General Maxwell D. Taylor, and White House aide,
~Palt W. Rostow: on a mission to Vietnam to consider the military
and political feasibility of sending U.S. combat troops to Vietnam.
The decision of April 29 to increase American forces in Vietnam, as
well as the purpose of the Taylor-Rostow Mission, were not disclosed
to the public at the time.
Studies to be completed in the near future will deal with the early
post world war II period of American involvement in Vietnam and,
subject to de-classification, with the four volumes of the Pentagon
Papers relating to negotiations.
Further studies in this series are now in preparation.
The material which appears in this study does not necessarily
reflect the views of the Committee or any member thereof.
J. W. FULBRIG}HT.
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VIETNAM COMMITMENTS, lssl
I.

ESCALATION . OF

THE

U.S.VIETNAM

INVOLVEMENT

Policies discussed and decisions taken from April to November of
1961 significantly deepened U.S. military involvement in the Vietnam
struggle. For the major part of the year, the United States Government engaged in serious discussions with the South Vietnamese
Government regarding a bilateral defense treaty and the sending of
U.S. combat troops to Vietnam. It was United States officials who
first broached the subject of a bilateral treaty and United States
officials who pressed for a direct U.S. military involvement in Vietnam. Although news of the Admuustration's consideration of combat
troops did reach the public by means of leaks to the press, neither
Congress nor the public was made aware of the intergovernmental
discussions regarding a bilateral treaty.
APRIL-MAY REVIEW OF VIETNAM POLICY

During the Spring of 1961 Vietnam was not the overriding issue in
Southeast Asia. Laos was the country of primary concern, and it was
Laos that largely determined U.S. policies in Vietnam. Because the
gennedy Administration had adopted a course of political compromise and military cease-fire in Laos, it was under pressure to show
strength in Vietnam to reassure America's Asian allies. Policy setbacks
in other areas of the world added further pressure for a show of
strength. On April 20, the day after the collapse of the Bay of Pigs
invasion, President Kennedy ordered a review of the situation in
Vietnam. A Vietnam Task Force, under the direction of Roswell
Gilpatric, Deputy Secretary of Defense, and Major General E. G.
Lansdale, was established to appraise the Vietcong drive in South
Vietnam and to recommend a courae of action to prevent a communist
take over of South Vietnam.
The Task Force issued a report on April 26 and an annex to that
report two days later. The April 26 report recommended a modest
increase in the U.S. Military Assistance Advisory Group in Vietnam,
but no increase in the size of the South Vietnamese Army beyond the
20,000 man addition that had previously been authorized.l The April
28 "Laos Annex," however, went much further. It proposed an additional two-division increase in the Vietnamese Army and the deployment of 3,600 U.S. troops to South Vietnam. The 3,600 man figure
included two 1,600 man combat units to set up training centers for the
Vietnamese in the highlands and 400 Special Forces troops to hasten
counter-insurgency training of the Vietnamese Army.2 The avowed
~ U.S., Department of Defense, Office of the Secretary of Defense Task Force, Vietnam, United StatesYietnam Red¢tions, 19.¢6-1967 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1971), IV B.1., "The gennedy
Commitments and Programs, 1961,"pp. 26-28, and V.B. 4., Book I, "Internal Documents, The gennedy
Administration: January 1961-November 1963," pp 42-b8.
a U.B:Vietnam Relations, N.B.1., pp. 31-32 and V.B.4., pp. 58-61.
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purpose of the increases proposed in the Annex to the Task Force
Report was to guard against a conventional invasion of South Vietnam.
Frox~~ the time of the Laos Annex the issue of sending U.S. combat
troops to Vietnam was under serious consideration within the U.S.
Government.
On April 29 President Kennedy approved the limited mi':itary proposals of the Task Force Report but did not act on the recommendations of the Laos Annex. The President authorized a 100 man increase
in the size of the Military Assistance Advisory Group, bringing the
total to 785 men. Despite the fact that this exceeded the 685 man
ceiling imposed by the Geneva settlement of 1954, the increase was
deemed necessary to train the already authorized 20,000 man addition
to the 150,000 man Vietnamese Army. The President also approved 1)
an increase in the responsibilities of the Military Assistance Advisory
Group to include support and advice for the 40,000 man Self Defense
Corps and 2) an expansion of the Military Assistance Program to
include support for the 68,000 man Civil Guaxd (an addition of support
for 36,000 men) and training of South Vietnam's Junk Force.
Of the April 29 decisions, the most s'gnificant was that increasing
the size and responsibilities of the Military Assistance Advisory Group.
As the Pentagon history points out, it "signalled a will ngness to go
beyond the 685 man limit on the size of the U.S. military mission in
Saigon, which, if it were done openly, would be the first formal breach
of the Geneva Agreements." 3 The decision was not taken openly.
The April 26 Task Force Report and the Laos Annex were revised
on May 1, May 3 and May. 6. The May 1 revision by the Defense
Department continued to stress the importance of making clear U.S.
determination to intervene unilaterally, if necessary, to prevent a
communist takeover in South Vietnam.¢ It also retained a reference
to the SEATO Treaty, which the Pentagon analyst says "makes it
sound as if such a commitment, in fact, already existed."6
The May 3 version of the Task Force Report introduced a proposal
for a bilateral defense treaty between the United States and South
Vietnam.e Drawn up in the State Department under the direction
of George Ball, Under Secretary of State, the May 3 draft constituted
a drastic revision of the earlier Task Force drafts. Generally the State
Department draft tried to tone down the commitments to Vietnam
proposed in the Defense Department draft. The May 3 draft replaced
the Defense recommendation that the U.S. make clear its determination to intervene unilaterally to save South Vietnam with a proposal
for exploring with the Vietnamese Government a "new bilateral
arrangement." The State Department draft was not explicit as to
whether the "bilateral arrangement" would call for U.S. intervention
against the guerrillas or would apply only to an overt North Vietnamese invasion. What is clear is that the bilateral arrangement
was proposed by the State Department as "a substitute for the
Defense proposed unlimited unilateral commitment."' In justifying
such an undertaking, the State Department argued that
3 N.B.1.. P. 30.
4 Ibid., p. 32-35.
5 Zbid., p. 37.
e Zbid., p. 36-39.

776sd., p. 37.

3
The inhibitions imposed on such action by certain parts of the Geneva Accords,
which have been violated with impunity by the Communists, should not prevent
our action. We should consider joining with the Vietnamese in a clearcut defensive
alliance which might include stationing of U.S. forces on Vietnamese soil$

The final version of the Vietnam Task Force Report 9 was drafted
on May 6 for consideration at a National Security Council meeting
on May 11. The recommendations of that draft were endorsed by
President gennedy and were embodied in National Security Action
Memorandum (NASM) 52. They included Presidential approval for
the deployment of 400 Special Forces troops, for the initiation of a
covert-waxfare campaign against North Vietnam, and for Ambassador
Nolting "to begin negotiations looking toward a new bilateral agreement with Vietnam." Nolting was instructed that "no firm commitment will be made to such an arrangement without further review
by the President." to
The military decisions undertaken in the NSAM d:d not, according
to the Pentagon analyst, seem to have significantly deepened the U.S.
commitment in Vietnam.* Because the Special Forces were "supported by the CIA rather than the regular military aid program, it
was possib'e to handle these troops covertly." 11 Their deployment,
therefore, was not subsequently cited as a precedent for additional
overt commitments to Vietnam.
VPhat did eventually increase U.S. involvement in the Vietnamese
conflict were the items that President gennedy approved for discussion with the South Vietnamese Government—the sending of
combat troops and the negotiation of a bilateral treaty. In the minds
of U.S. policy makers the two issues were directly related. Each
constituted a means of reassuring the South Vietnamese Government
of U.S. support, and in light of U.S. policy in Laos, that reassurance
was deemed particularly necessary. Morever, it was hoped that a
strong display of U.S. confidence in Diem would encourage him to
cooperate to undertake political and administrative reforms that
would increase popular support for, and the military effectiveness
of, his government.
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MAY-SEPTEMBER: TAE JOHNSON VISIT AND AFTERMATH

In mid-May Vice President Johnson spent a week touring Asia to
reassure Asian leaders that U.S. policy in Laos did not foreshadow a
U.S. withdrawal from the area. While in South Vietnam from May 11
to 13, the Vice President delivered a letter from President Kennedy
to South Vietnamese President Diem. Dated May 8, the letter did
not go much beyond.the proposals of the April2fi Task Force Report.
It mentioned neither U.S. combat troops nor a bilateral treaty.12 In
private conversations with Diem, the Vice President did raise the
possibility of sending U.S. troops to Vietnam and of a bilateral defense treaty. ~Phat Johnson was authorized to say had Diem responded
8 76id., p. 38.
9 V.B.4., pp. 89-130.
Io IV.B.1., p. 44 and V.B.4., pp.136-b4.
• The view that covert activity does not a8ect the depth of commitment is of course open to dispute.
Although the public may not be aware of these activities, policy-makers are and may therefore be subject
to pressures for increased commitment.
11 IV.B.1., p. 4b.
1z IV.B.1., p. 41 and V.B.4., pp. 132-3b.
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affirmatively is not known: VPhat is known from Ambassador Nolting's
cabled account is that Diem indicated that he did not want U.S. troops
except in the event of an invasion by North Vietnam and that he
showed no interest in a treaty.13
During his stay in Vietnam, Johnson, on behalf of the President,
invited Diem to draw up a list of South Vietnamese military needs for
consideration by Washington. Diem responded to this invitation in a
letter dated June 9. In that letter Diem proposed a virtual doubling of
the Vietnamese Armed Forces from 150,000 to 270,000 men. This
substantial increase would necessitate a greatly intensified training
program and therefore a further expansion of the U.S. Military
Assistance Advisory Group. According to Diem
such an expansion, in the form of selected elements of the American Armed Forces
to establish training centers for the Vietnamese Armed Forces, would serve the
dual purpose of providing an expression of the United States' determination to halt
the tide of communist aggression and of preparing our forces in the minimum of
time14

Diem requested neither U.S. combat troops nor a treaty in his June
letter. Diem's reluctance to do so is understandable in light of Vietnamese nationalism and of the history of colonial rule in Indochina.
June, however, was a month of relative stability in Vietnam. In
September when the number of Vietcong attacks tripled to 450, Diem
was confronted with the need to restore security and public morale.
The two alternatives that had been offered Diem were U.S. combat
troops and a bilateral treaty. A possible disadvantage of allowing U.S.
troops in Vietnam, in. addition to the affront to Vietnamese nationalism, was the increases leverage this would have given the Americans
over the Vietnamese Government. And even worse, from Diem's viewpoint, might have been the danger that with U.S. troops in Vietnam
the Americans would be tempted to encourage a coup if Diem were not
cooperative. Moreover, the Vietcong were still estimated. at less than
20,000, while the regular and auxiliary forces of South Vietnam numbered around a quarter of a million. In light of these considerations
mentioned in the Pentagon account, a bilateral treaty with the United
States was the more appealing alternative. As the Pentagon history
points out, what Diem
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probably wanted was an unambiguous public commitment that the Americans
would not let Diem fall. For this would meet his immediate concern about confidence in his regime, perhaps even more effectively than the dispatch of American
troops, and without the disadvantages that would come d*ith accepting American
troops. For Diem,aclear-cut treaty probably seemed the best possible combination
of maximizing the American commitment while minimizing American leverage.la

i

DIEMS REQUEST AND THE U.B. RESPONSE

~

On the evening of September 29, at a meeting with Admiral Harry
Felt and Ambassador Frederick Nolting, Diem asked the United
States for a bilateral defense treaty. According to Nolting's cabled
account, "Diem pointed the question" in the course of a long discussion. "This rather large and unexpected request seems to have been
dragged in by the heels at the end of afar-ranging discussion, but we
discovered upon questioning that it was seriously intended.s1e
~s IV.B.1., p. b2.
1~ IV.B.1., p. BO and V.B.4., pp.187-173.
16IV.B.1., pp.89-70.
1e Cablefrom Ambassador Nolting to Washington, Saigon, October 1,1961, ibid., p. b2.
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The Pentagon historian uncovered no explicit statement of Washington's attitude toward a treaty with South Vietnam. The history
did find that Diem's request for a treaty jolted the gennedy Administration into its most serious consideration of the troop issue to that
date. A meeting of the National Security Council was held on October 11 to consider Diem's request. At that meeting the President
decided to send General Taylor to Vietnam to look into the feasibility
of sending combat troops to Vietnam. It was also decided that the
Department of State would undertake several "political actions"
such as a protest to the ICC against North Vietnamese activities,
tabling at the UN of ~, White Paper concerning communist violations
of the Geneva Accords, and consultation with the SEATO allies."
Diem's September 29 request for a bilateral treaty made no mention of sending U.S. combat troops to Vietnam. On October 13, however: two dais after the decision to send General Taylor to Vietnam,
President Diem reversed his earlier position. According to Ambassador Nolting's cabled account, Diem wanted "US combat unit or
units to be introduced into SVN as `combat-trainer units'.f 18 In private
discussions with the South Vietnamese Defense Minister, General
Thuan, Ambassador Nolting pressed for some explanation of this
reversal. According to Thuan, Diem's desire for a symbolic show of
U.S. strength near the 17th parallel had resulted from the worsening
situation in Vietnam. VPhen asked whether the troop request was
intended to be in lieu of the previously requested treaty,
Thuan first said that it represented a first step, which would be quicker than a
treaty, and that time was of the essence. After some discussion of the pro's and
con's of a possible defense treaty (effect on SEATO, ICC, ratification procedures,
etc.), Thuan said he felt that proposal for stationing token TJS forces in SVN
would satisfy GVN and would serve the purpose better than a mutual defense
treaty.(He had evidently not thought through this nor discussed it with Diem.) is

On October 18, the day the Taylor mission arrived in Saigon, Diem
once again reversed his position on combat troops. In a speech to the
National Assembly, Diem indicated that he did not want American
combat troops. Instead he wanted a defense treaty -~rith the United
States, U.S. support for an increase in South Vietnamese Armed
Forces, and a number of combat support items. VPhen General Taylor
brought up the subject of U.S. troops, Diem stressed the priority he
attached to agreement on a treat. According to Nolting's cable,
Diem indicated that "if troops are introduced without a formal commitment they can be withdrawn at any time and thus formal commitment is even more important in psychological sense." Diem was
nonetheless interested in beginning contingency planning for the use
of American forces at some future time.2o
On October 23 President Diem appears once again to have changed
his mind about U.S. troops, possibly as a result.of General Taylor's
persuasion. In a cable to VPashington, General Taylor indicated a
number of points on which he felt Diem's reaction was favorable.
According to Taylor, Diem "expressed satisfaction with idea of
introducing U.S. forces in connection with flood relief activities." In
the same cable General Taylor described the flood relief task force as
"largely military in composition." The General explained that
17 (iilpatric Memorandum on the October 11,1961 meeting ofthe NSC,IV.B.1., p.86 and V.B.4.,pp.322-23
le Cable from Ambassador Nolting, Saigon, October 13, 1981, IV.B.1., pp. 86-87.
19 76id.
p Cable from Ambassador Nolting, b18, Saigon, October 20,1981, Ibid., pp.90-81.

Such a force might contain engineer, medical, signal and transportation elements
as well as combat troops for the protection of relief operations. Obviously such a
military source would also provide U.S._ military pressure in Vietnam and would
constitute military reserve in case of heightened military crisis21

General Taylor strongly favored the introduction of U.S. combat
troops as a sign of a firm and unambiguous U.S. military commitment
to Vietnam. The General urged the Administration to demonstrate
this commitment "by deeds—not merely words." 22 Although the
Pentagon history provides no account of General Taylor's attitude
toward a defense treaty, it may be surmised, in light of his other
recommendations, that he simply dismissed a treaty as providing a
weaker display of U.S. commitment than would be evidenced by the
sending of combat troops. President Diem, on the other hand, was
never particularly--or at least not consistently—eager to get American
troops involved in Vietnam. Nolting's cabled report of Genera] Taylor's
final meeting with Diem indicated that, although Diem raised a
number of issues related to increased American military aid, he did not
mention the flood relief task force or anything else indicating a desire
for U.S. troops. Although Diem seemed to reverse his position on
combat troops several times, the overall conclusion of the Pentagon
history is that "it was the Americans who pressed the idea of getting
American military people involved in combat." 23
On the basis of the advice of General Taylor and others, President
gennedy substantially increased U.S. military aid to Vietnam. He
did not, however, send combat forces to Vietnam nor did he respond
affirmatively to Diem's treaty request. The question remains unanswered of why the Administration did not give. Diem the treaty
that it had suggested in May and that he had requested in September.
The one hypothesis offered by the Pentagon history is based on the
only explicit statement in the record available to the analyst. This
explanation of the Administration's reluctance to agree to a defense
treaty was offered by Sterling Cottrell, Chairman of the Vietnam
Task Force in the Department of State. In the appendix to the Report
of the Taylor Mission, Mr. Cottrell points out that "The Communist
operation starts from the lowest social level—the villages. The battle
must be joined and won at this point." According to his view
~,

Foreign military forces cannot themselves win the battle at the village level.
Therefore, the primary responsibility for saving the country must rest with the
GVN.[Government of Vietnam].
For the above reason, the U.S. should assist the GVN. This rules out any treaty
or pact which either shifts ultimate responsibility to the U.S., or engages any full
U.S. commitment to eliminate the Viet Cong threat24

The Pentagon analyst goes on to point out that a treaty which did
not apply to the Vietcong would scarcely have reassured the South
Vietnamese Cxovernment, while a treaty that did would be unlikely
to have been ratified by the Senate. Whether the difficulty anticipated
in securing Senate ratification was in fact a consideration leading to
the Administration's abandonment of plans for a treaty is difficult
21 Cable from General Taylor, Saigon, October 2b, 1961, 76id., pp. 91-94.
as Taylor Mission Report, 76id., pp. 101-102.
z376id., p. 112.
24lbid., p. 105.
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to determine. The Pentagon history offers no clue. Furthermor
e, the
record of public and private interchange betwe
en the Executive and
the Congress does not show that the Administrati
regard to a treaty were ever revealed to the Senate on's efforts with
.
In retrospect, it appears that a greater Congressiona
l and public
awareness of the Administration's efforts regarding
both a treaty and
the sending of combat troops would have been desira
ble. Had one or
both of these measures been carried out at that time,
creased national commitment to Vietnam would haveagreatly inresulted. A
strong case might be made that the Congress, in particular,
have been informed of these developments from the outset should
constitutional responsibility for oversight of the nation given its
's foreign
policy. Ewen though neither measure went beyond the stage
governmental discussion in 1961, the process of discus of interfacilitated the implementation of seemingly minor polici sion itself
fact greatly increased the U.S. commitment to Vietnam. es that in

II. TAYLOR-ROSTOW MISSION

In September 1961, the Viet Cong attacks in South Vietnam tripled.
In this situation of deteriorating security and public morale, and in
response to an earlier American suggestion, President Diem secretly
requested a bilateral defense treaty with the United States. To consider his request, a meeting of the National Security Council was
convened on October 11. At that meeting it was decided to send General Maxwell D. Taylor, the President's military advisor, to South
Vietnam. Accompanied by Dr. VPalt Rostow from the VPhite House,
General Taylor was to study the political and military feasibility of
three alternative strategies. Each of these strategies related to the
question of whether to send U.S. combat troops to South Vietnam.l
President Kennedy's announcement of the Taylor-Rostow trip, on
the afternoon of October 11, was vaguely worded. When asked if
General Taylor were going to consider the need for combat troops,
the President was non-committal. Earlier leaks to the press, however,
had made it apparent that the Administration had been considering
such a move. Therefore, despite the non-committal nature of the
President's statement, newspapers reported that General Taylor was
going to Vietnam to study the need for U.S. combat troops.2
In the meantime, President Diem was following up his request for
a bilateral defense treaty with a secret request to Ambassador
Frederick Nolting for U.S. combat units.3 Diem's move coincided with
increasing public speculation about sending combat troops and with
growing pressure from the Joint Chiefs of Staff and other U.S. Government officials to send combat forces to Vietnam.
In the face of these pressures, it was evidently decided to play down
the true purpose of the Taylor-Rostow mission. According to the
Pentagon history, the President himself, or a source authorized to
speak for him, provided the New York Times with a deliberately
misleading account of the purpose of the mission. The gist of this
account was that "Taylor was going to Saigon to look into all sorts of
things, one of which near the bottom of the list, was the question of
U.S. troops at some time in the indefinite future." 4 In a further
distortion of the facts, the New York Times was told that
Military leaders at the Pentagon, no less than General Taylor himself are understood to be reluctant to send organized U.S. combat units into Southeast Asia.
Pentagon plans for this area stress the importance of countering Communist
guerrillas with troops from the affected countries, perhaps trained and equipped
by the U.S., but not supplemented by U.S. troops.5
1 The first strategy, based on a Vietnam Task Force paper entitled"Concept of Intervention in Vietnam,"
called for sending U.3.combat troops to defeat the Viet Cong. The second strategy entailed stationing fewer
U.S. combat forces in Vietnam with the more limited purpose of establishing a U.$. presence. The third
alternative,in lieu of sending U.S.combat forces to Vietnam, was to increase U.S. assistance and training of
Vietnamese units and supply of equipment. Described in Qilpatric memorandum on the October 11, 1961
meeting of the NSC, U.S., Department of Defense, Office of the Secretary of Lefense Task Force, Vietnam,
United States-Vietnam Rel¢tions, 1946-1967 (Washington: GFovernment Printing Ofliee, 1971), IV.B.1.,"The
gennedy Commitments and Programs,19S1," p. 85 (hereafter cited as U.S.Vietmdm Relations).
2 New York Tines, October 12, 1961, p. 1.
3 Cable from Ambassador Nolting in Saigon, October 13,1961, U.S:Viet~,aTn Red¢tio~na, IV.B.1., p. 86.
~ 76id., p. 87.
6 New York Times, October ib, 1961, p. 1.
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The Pentagon account points out that "in the light of the recommendations quoted throughout [the Pentagon history], and particularly of the staff papers just described that led up to the Taylor
Mission, most of this was simpl_y untrue." e The existence in October
of several proposals for active U.S. intervention in Southeast Asia is
fully documented in the Pentagon history. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
were urging U.S. intervention in Laos to seize major portions of the
countryside and to protect the borders of South Vietnam and Thailand.
A second plan, referred to as the "Rostow proposal" called for sending
a 25,000 man SEATO force to Vietnam to guard its borders. Anal
finally there were a number of schemes, dating from the April/May
policy review of the Vietnam Task Force, which proposed sending U.S.
forces to Da Nang or into the highlands nominally for training purposes.
The Pentagon history points out that "It is just about inconceivable
that this [newspaper] story could have been given out except at the
direction of the President, or by him personally."'.The analyst concludes that the President was not pleased by Diem's request for troops
and that the leak to the press was designed to play down she issue of
combat troops. The President thereby maintained his freedom to
decide the issue of combat troops without further pressure from Diem
and without further public debate of the troop issue. In this respect,
the effort to manage the news was a success. Diem did not repeat his
request for U.S. combat troops, and speculation about sending combat
troops disappeared from the news.
The Taylor-Rostow mission was completed ins early November.
VPhat General Taylor found and reported from Vietnam was a dual
crisis of confidence. Doubts that the unpopular Diem regime could
defeat the Viet Cong were compounded by doubts that the United
States would stand by South Vietnam. To reassure the Vietnamese
of U.S. support, General Taylor recommended a U.S. military commitment to South Vietnam and a shift in the U.S.Vietnamese relationship from one of advice to one of "limited partnership." This "limited
partnership" was to be accomplished by a generous infusion of American personnel to all levels of the Vietnamese Government and army.$
Specifically, General Taylor recommended the dispatch of combat
support forces, such as helicopter companies, and a greatly expanded
Military Assistance Advisory Group. In addition he urged that the
United States send ground forces that would directly engage the Viet
Cong. A 6-8,000 man task force could be introduced in South Vietnam
under the guise of performing flood relief work. These logistical troops,
with the combat troops needed to protect their operations, would
necessarily become involved in defensive operations and, in General
Taylor's words, "expect to take casualties." 9 As such, the flood relief
task force would be fundamentally different from the rest of the
military program. According to the Pentagon account, "It did not
fill an urgent need for military specialists or expertise not available
within Vietnam." Its significance lay in the fact that "it was an implicit
commitment to deny the Viet Cong a victory even if major American
ground forces should be required." to
a U.S.Vietna~rt Reiatsona,IV.B.1., p. 88.
7 Ibdd.
e Cable troin General Taylor in the Philippines to the President, November 1,1981,IV.B.1., pp.9b-97, and
V.B.4., pp. 331-36.
9 Cable from General Taylor in Saigon to the President, Chairman of the JCS, Director of CIA, MacNamara, Rusk and Aleais Tohnson, October 25, 1961, IV.B.1., pp. 94-9b.
so 76id.. p. 117.
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Another feature of the Taylor-Rostow report to the President was
the strong emphasis on the need to stop the infiltration of men and
supplies from the North. To do this, punitive action against North
- Vietnam might be required including bombing strikes. North Vietnam
was described as "extremely vulnerable to conventional bombing." 11
Of the various aspects of the Taylor report, the immediate issue to
be resolved by the President was that of sending U.S. combat troops
to Vietnam. General Taylor was quite firm on this point. In his view,
the U.S. program to save South Vietnam required "the introduction
without delay of a U.S. military Task Force." This force would be
composed mainly of "logistical-type units" and would initially number
around 8,000 men.12
The public was given quite a different account of the Taylor findings.
Speaking to reporters on his return. to ~Pashington, General Taylor
"declined to comment directly on whether he would recommend sending United States combat troops." Apparently other officials were less
reticent. According to the New York Times.
Officials said it was correct to infer
.that General Taylor did not look favorably on the sending of United States combat troops at this time.
..Although
some officials in the White House and the State and Defense Departm
ents are
known to favor the dispatch of American forces, there would be consider
surprise here if General Taylor recommended such a move. Furthermore,able
President is known to be opposed to sending troops except as a last resort. the
.
While opposing the sending of American combat forces, General Taylor
is underetood to favor the dispatch of necessary military technicians and
propose
intensified training of South Vietnamese elite troops in anti-guerilla to
warfare by
United States Rangers.la

The news story of the President's opposition to sending ground
forces to Vietnam may or may not have reflected President Kennedy's
true state of mind.14 However, the account of General Taylor's recommendations, as the Pentagon history points out, was "not entirely
accurate."15 Nonetheless, no effort was made to correct the public
record. This distortion of the facts served several purposes. It concealed from public view the options under consideration within the
Government, and it created the fiction of agreement between the
President anal his advisers. By dampening public debate on the troop
issue, President Kennedy retained a greater freedom to defer a decision
on sending combat forces to Vietnam.
Although the exact date is not known, President Kennedy did
decide, against the advice of General Taylor and other officials, not
to send combat troops to Vietnam at that time..Adopting other
recommendations of the Taylor Report, the President's decisions did
not, of course, foreclose the possibility of sending ground troops at
some future-point in time. In fact the Department of Defense was
instructed to draw up contingency plans for the use of combat forces
in Vietnam.
The public announcement of the President's decision followed a
meeting of the National Security Council on November 15, almost two
weeks after General Taylor's return to ~Pashington. The decision to
it Cable from General Taylor to the President, Philippines, November
i, 1961, N.B.1., pp. 98-100, and
V.B.4., PP. X7-42.
1z IV.B.1., p. 100.
la New York Times, November 4, 1961,
p. 1.
»Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. argues that the
"did not like the proposal of a duect American
military commitment." A Thousand Days: JohnPresident
F. Kennedy Sn the White House(Boston: Houghton Miffiin
Co., 1966), p. b47.
16 U.S. Vtetn¢m Relations,IV.B.1., p. 114.
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12
increase the level of U.S. military assistance to South Vietnam met
with little public reaction as the ground work had been carefully laid
to give the appearance of agreement between the President and his
ma,or advisers.ls
--the New York Times reported that
The measures which received final approval yesterday at a meeting of the National
Security Council, closely follow the recommendations made by General Maxwell
D. Taylor, the President's military advisor.. .The United States' plans do not
The President and
include tl~e dispatching of combat units at this time.
General Taylor are agreed, according to reliable informants here, that the South
Vietnamese Government is capable of meeting and turning back the Communists'
threat provided it speeds the training of its regular forces, solves the problem of
mobility, develops a reliable intelligence system and adopts reforms in its military
staff structure to free it from political interference.i?

As the Pentagon history indicates, increased U.S. assistance to Vietnam was virtually a foregone conclusions by this time. The issue under
consideration was the extent of the increase in U.S. aid and assistance.
A significant outcome of manipulation of the news in this instance was
a reduced level of public interest in. the growing U.S. military commitment to Vietnam. When the first contingent- of helicopters arrived
in. Saigon on December 11, the New York Times did not find the story
sufficiently noteworthy to put on the front page. The Times reported
that
'

Two United States Army helicopter companies arrived here today. The helicopters,
to be flown and serviced by United States troops, are the first direct military support by the United States for South Vietnam's war against Communist guerrilla
At least 33 H-21C twin-motor helicopters, their pilots and ground .
forces..
crews, an estimated total of 400 men, arrived .. ,la

A day later, the New York Times reported. on an inside page that
"with the arrival yesterday of the Core, a former escort carrier bearing the helicopters, four single-engine training planes and about 400
men, the United States military personnel here now are believed to
total about 1,500. Many more are expected." 19 In retrospect, it is
clear that greater public concern over this militay buildup would have
been desirable.
i

I

le In his memoirs, President Johnson passes over the divergence between the President's decision and
C}eneral Taylor's recommendations.
` The President had studied carefully the Taylor report and its recommendations. He had consulted his
principal advisers and had decided to adopt most of the proposals Taylor and his colleagues had sugpelted.
This meant expanding the U.3. Military Assistance Advisory Group, assigning our men to work directly
with Vietnamese combat units, and inereasing our support for the $oath Vietnamese Government and
armed forces." Lyndon Baines Johnson, The Y¢ntage Point: Perspectives of the Presidency, 1963-1969(New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971), pp. b6-67.
17 New York Ti~rtes, November 16, 1961, p. 1.
3e New York Ts~nea, December 12, 1981.
to New York Ti~nea, December 13, 1961.
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I.
Psae
Vietnam Task Force Report, final draft, May 6, 1961. Recommends
sending U.S. Battle Groups and an Engineer Battalion for training
purposes; the assignment of coastal patrol missions to CINCPACFLT;
and the air surveillance and close-support role to CINCPACAF. It
also recommends the Vice-Presidential trip, a letter to Diem from
Kennedy, increased MAP and other assistance, and a general U.S.
commitment to support of Diem____ _______________________________
15

II.
National Security Action Memorandum 52, May 11, 1961. The President
makes the following decisions: (1) the U.S. objective is to prevent
communist domination of SVN and to create in that country a viable
and increasingly democratic society, (2) President directs full egamination of the size and composition of forces which would be desirable in
the case of a possible commitment of U.S.forces to Vietnam,(3) President
approves .continuation of the Special Task Force on Vietnam. These
decisions are based on the May 6, 1961 report of the Task Force_ _ _ _ _ _
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III.
'
Gilpatric Memorandum for Record on October 11, 1961 meeting of the
National Security Council. At the NSC meeting. the following actions
were agreed upon: (1) the Defense Dep$rtment is authorized to send
the Air Force Jungle Jim Squadron to VN;(2) General Maxwell Tt~ylor
will leave for SVN on a Presidential mission; and (3) the State Department will pursue specific political actions, i.e., protest to the ICC on
North VN support of the VC;table a White Paper at the UN;and consult
with our SEATO allies regarding support in V N _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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N.
National Security Action Memorandum 104, October 13, 1961. The
President directs the following actions be taken: (1) make preparations
for the publication of the White Paper on North Vietnamese aggression;
(2) develop plans for presentation of the VN case in the UN;(3) introduce the Jungle Jim Squadron into SVN for the purpose of training
Vietnamese forces. He indicates that General Taylor should undertake
a mission to Saigon----------------------------------------------

v
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V,
General Taylor Telegram for President Kennedy, November 1, 1961.
General Taylor summarizes the conclusions of his group and his personal
recommendations. Taylor concludes there is a double crisis in confidence:
doubt that the U.S. is determined to save SEA, and doubt that Diem's
methods can defeat the Communists. Taylor recommends that the U.S.
Government join with the GVN in a massive joint effort as part of a total
mobilization of GVN resources to cope with both the VC and the ravages
of the flood. Specifically, the U.S. will provide individual administrators,
conduct a joint survey of conditions in the provinces, assist the GVN
in effecting surveillance and control over the coastal waters, and finally,
offer to introduce into South VN a military task force to operate under
U.S. military control--------------------------------------------(13)
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General Taylor Telegram for President Kennedy, November 1, 1961.
Taylor presents his reasons for recommending the introduction of a
U.S. military force into South Vietnam: to convince the South Vietnamese and U.S. allies in South East Asia of U.S. seriousness of purpose.
Taylor suggests that the strategic reserve of U.S. forces is seriously
weak and that U.S. prestige would be more heavily engaged in SVN by
this action. However, the size of the U.S. force introduced need not be
great to provide the military presence necessary to produce the desired
effect----------------------------------------------------------
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VII.
General Taylor Telegram from Saigon, October 24, 1961. General Taylor
proposes a flood relief task force, largely military in composition, to
provide a reassuring military presence in South Vietnam. The size of
the force should be from 6-8,000 troops and the ostensible purpose of
their introduction would be the humanitarian task of flood relief: Taylor
is explicit that "any troops coming to VN may expect to take
casualties."-----------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX I
MnY 8, 1961.
MEMORANDIIM

Subject: Program of Action for Vietnam.
Transmitted herewith is one copy of "A Program of Action to Prevent Communist Domination of South Vietnam," in final draft form based largely upon
the Department of State paper. There are 7 annexes which are now being produced
and which will be delivered later today.
Deputy Secretary Gilpatric desires that this paper be compiled in final form
for presentation to the NSC without further formal meetings of the Task Force
on Vietnam, if possible. Thus, your comments on this final draft and its annexes
are requested by i1~30 hours tomorrow, Tuesday, May 9.
Comments should be given to my office, room 3E-947, the Pentagon. Telephone
extensions are: 57742, 57786, and 57792.
EDWARD G. LANBDALE~

Brigadier General, U.S. Air Force,
Assist¢nt to th,e Secretary of Defense.
MaY 6, 1961.
A PROGRAM OF ACTION TO PREVENT COMMIINIST DOMINATION OF SOIITH VIETNAM
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Apprais¢d of dhe Situation: The internal security situation in South Vietnam
has become critical, as cari be seen on the attached map, with an estimated 12,000
Viet Cong Communists waging guerrilla warfare inside the country. The strongly
anti-Communist, pro-American government of South Vietnam, with American
aid, is increasing its capabilities to fight its attackers. Should the Communist
effort increase, either directly or as a result of a collapse of Laos, additional
measures beyond those proposed herein may be necessary. (Details in Annex 1.)
Th.e U.S. Objective: To prevent Communist domination of South Vietnam and
to create in that country a viable and increasingly democratic society.
Concept of Operations: To initiate, on an accelerated basis, a series of mutually
supporting actions of a military, political, economic, psychological and covert
character designed to achieve this objective. In so doing, it ie intended to use, and
where appropriate extend, expedite or build upon the existing U.S. and Government of Vietnam (G.V.N.) programs,including as much of the Counter-Insurgency
Plan (CIP), as can be agreed by both governments, already underway in South
Vietnam. There is neither the time available nor any sound justification for
"starting from scratch." Rather the need is to focus the U.S. effort in South
Vietnam on the immediate internal security problem; to infuse it with a sense of
urgency and a dedication to the overall U.S. objective; to achieve, through
cooperative inter-departmental support both in the field and in Washington, the
operational flexibility needed to apply the available U.S. assets in a manner best
calculated to achieve our objective in Vietnam; to give the U.S. Ambassador and
the U.S. team under his leadership general authority to undertake a series of
accelerated measures as noted below; and finally, to impress on our friends, the
Vietnamese, and on our foes, the Communists, that come what may, the U.S.
intends to win this battle.
Program of Action
1. General
The situation in South Vietnam has reached the point where, at least for the
time being, primary emphasis must be placed on providing a solution to the
internal security problem. A significant step which has already been taken by
the Country Team to counter Communist subversion in South Vietnam has been
the development of the Counter-Insurgency Plan ~CIP). Those portions of the
CIP which are agreed to by the G.V.N. will be implemented as rapidly as possible.
Communist domination of South Vietnam needs more than military measures
alone to be stopped. Our military program must be accompanied and supplemented by a strong, positive political-economic program.
(lb)
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2. Military
a. The following military actions were approved by the President at the NSC
meeting of 29 April 1961:
(1) Increase the MAAG as necessary to insure the effective implementation
of the military portion of the program including the training of a 20,000-man
addition to the present G.V.N. armed forces of 150,000. Initial appraisal of new.
tasks assigned CHMAAG indicate that approximately 100 additional. military
personnel will be required immediately in addition to the present complement
of 685.
(2) Expand MAAG responsibilities to include authority to provide support
and advice to the Self Defense Corps with a strength of approximately 40,000.
(3) Authorize lVIAP support for the entire Civil Guard force of 68,000. MAP
support is now authorized for 32,000;the remaining 36,000 are not now adequatel3>
trained and equipped.
(4) Install as a matter of priority a radar surveillance capability which will
enable the G.V.N. to obtain warning of Communist over-flights being conducted
for intelligence or clandestine air supply purposes. Initially, this capability should
be provided from U.S. mobile radar capability.
(5) Provide MAP support for the Vietnamese Junk Force as a means of pre-.
venting Viet Cong clandestine supply and infiltration into South Vietnam by
water. MAP support, which was not provided in the Counter-Insurgency Plan,
will include training of junk crews in Vietnam or at U.S. bases b3~ U.S. Navp.
personnel.
b. The following additional actions are considered necessary to assist the G.V.N.
in meeting the increased security threat resulting from the new situation along the
Laos-G.V.N. frontier:
(1) Assist the G.V.N.armed forces to increase their border patrol and insurgency
suppression capabilities by establishing an effective border intelligence and patrol
system, by instituting regular aerial surveillance over the entire frontier area, and
by applying modern technological area-denial techniques to control the roads anti
trails along Vietnam's borders. A special staff element (approximately 6 U.S.
personnel), to concentrate upon solutions to the unique problems of Vietnam's
borders, will be activated in MAAG, Vietnam, to assist a similar special unit in
the RVNAF which the G.V.N. will be encouraged to establish; these two elements
working as an integrated team will help the G.V.N. gain the support of nomadic
tribes and other border inhabitants, as well as introduce advanced techniques and
equipment to strengthen the security of South Vietnam's frontiers.
(2) Assist the G.V.N. to establish a Combat Development and Test Center in
South Vietnam to develop, with the help of modern technology, new technique4
`
for use against the Viet Cong forces. (Approximately 4 U.S. personnel.)
(3) Assist the G.V.N. forces with health, welfare and public work projects by
providing U.S. Army civic action mobile training teams, coordinated with the
similar civilian effort. (Approximately 14 U.S. personnel.)
(4) Deploy a Special Forces Group (approximately 400 personnel) to Nha
Trang in order to accelerate G.V.N. Special Forces training. The first increment,
for immediate deployment to Vietnam, should be a Special Forces company (52
personnel).
(5) Instruct JCS, CINCPAC, and MAAG to undertake an assessment of the
military utility of a further increase in the G.V.N. forces from 170,000 to 200,000
in order to create two new division equivalents for deployment to the northwest
border region. The parallel political and fiscal implications should be assessed.
c. In preparation for commitment of U.S.forces to Vietnam, which might result
from an NSC decision following discussions between Vice President Johnson and
President Diem, Defense is undertaking an immediate study of the size and composition of U.S. forces required to:
—provide maximum psychological impact in deterrence of further Communist aggression from North Vietnam, China, or the Soviet Union, while
rallying the morale of the Vietnamese and encouraging the support of SEATO
and neutral nations for Vietnam's defense;
—release Vietnamese forces from advanced and static defense positions to
permit their fuller commitment to counter-insurgency actions;
—provide maximum training to approved Vietnamese forces; and
—provide significant military resistance to potential North Vietnam
Communist and/or Chinese Communist action.
The following possible actions are being considered in this Defense study:
(1) Deploy to South Vietnam two U.S. battle groups (with necessary command
and logistics units), plus an engineer (construction-combat) battalion. These
units would be located in the "high plateau" region, remote from the major
population center of Saigon-Cholon, under the command of the Chief, MAAG.
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To help accelerate the training of the G.V.N. army, they would establish two
divisional field training areas. The engineer battalion would undertake construction of roads, air-landing stripe, and other facilities essential to the logistical
support of the U.S. and Vietnamese forces there.
(2) A~sign the Naval component of CINCPAC the responsibility for coastal
patrol activities, employing minimal U.S. Naval forces in conjunction with Vietnamese forces, to prevent the seaborne infiltration of Viet Cong personnel and
material into South Vietnam.
(3) Assign the air component of CINCPAC the responsibility for border surveillance and closessupport of G.V.N. ground forces in counter-insurgency actions,
employing minimal U.S. Air Force means in conjunction with Vietnamese forces,
to help seal the Vietnamese borders and to defeat the Communist guerrillas
within those borders.
(An Appraisal of the Military Concept is given in Annex 2.)
3. Political:
I. Objective: [Develop political and economic conditions which will create a
solid and widespread support among the key political groups and the general
population for a Vietnam which has the will to resist Communist encroachment
and which in turn stems from a stake in a freer and more democratic society.]
a. Increase the confidence of President Diem and his government in the United
States, by the following actions:
(1) A message has been dispatched to President Diem informing him of your
personal support for his courageous leadership in the struggle against communism
and of Vice President Johnson's trip, indicating that Vice President Johnson will
be carrying a more detailed expression of your thoughts on a broad range of proposals for joint action between our two countries.
(2) A letter from you to President Diem has been prepared for Vice President
Johnson identifying the key objectives contained in this Task Force report which
we propose as a joint U.S:Vietnamese address to the existing threat to Vietnam's
freedom, stability and security, seeking an expression of Diem's support for this
joint effort.
(3) Vice President Johnson's trip to Vietnam should be focused on obtaining
broad agreement on how the U.S. and Vietnam view the problem confronting
Vietnam's security including the range of political, economic and military actions
required to preserve the freedom and integrity of that country.
b. Strengthen President Diem's popular .support within Vietn$m, by the following actions:
(1) Instruct Ambassador Nolting to reappraise the political situation and undertake to obtain agreement of the G.V.N. on an urgent basis for a realistic political
program along the lines indicated in the CIP. The objective of the program would
be to seek to produce favorable attitudes and active popular cooperation against
the VC. While the Ambassador's recommendations might well include actions
directed toward fiscal and monetary reform measures, it is presumed that the
major recommendations in this area will be developed by the Ambassador- in
conjunction with the special team of U.S. economic experts which it is proposed
be dispatched to Vietnam for this purpose (in Economic section following).
(2) As a part of this initial assessment, the Ambassador should also consider
such special arrangements within the fiehl organization as he may deem required.
to assure a capability for rapid Country Team response to evolving problems.
This should include an assessment of staff requirements, both with a view to
requesting such additional personnel as required and to reviewing the employment
of existing field staff to assure the moat efficient application of available personnel
to major objectives to be accomplished.
II. Objective: Improve Vietnam's relationships with other countries and its
status in world opinion.
a. Improve relations with Cambodia leading to full border control cooperation,
by the following actions:
(1) Instruct our Ambassadors in Phnom Penh and Saigon to urge host governments to enter promptly into renewed border control negotiatior•g. In order to
secure Cambodian cooperation, the Cambodian- government should be informed
that requests for additional military assistance will be sympathetically considered.
It also should be informed immediately of the approval of its recent request for
four T-37 aircraft.
b. Call for United Nations observers to observe externally supported Communist
actions of subversion, infiltration and other violations of Vietnam's sovereignty,
by the following action:
(i) Instruct our Ambassador in Saigon to consider discussing this matter with
the G.V.N. Ambassador Stevenson might later be asked to explarQ informally the
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idea with Mr. Hammarskjold and friendly foreign representatives in New York.
e. Accept contributions, of other free world countries toward meeting the
Communist guerrilla threat in Vietnam as a means of bringing a wider allied
support to the effort to assist Vietnam, by the following action:
(1) Instruct our representatives in Saigon to prepare, in consultation with the
Vietnamese, proposals providing for the use of third country contributions, particularly that already offered by the British, to the training of Vietnam's forces
and counter-guerrilla efforts.
III. Objective: Undertake military security arrangements which emphasize the
U.S. intention to stand behind Vietnam's resistance to Communist aggression.
a. Undertake a new bilaterial arrangement with Vietnam, by the following
action:
(1) On the grounds that the Geneva Accords have placed inhibitions upon free
world action while at the same time placing no restrictions upon the Communists,
Ambassador Nolting should be instructed to enter into preliminary discussions with
Diem regarding the possibility of a defensive security alliance despite the inconsistency of such action with the Geneva- Accords. This action would be based
on the premise that such an undertaking is justified in international law as repre=
senting a refusal to be bound by the Accords in a degree and manner beyond that
which the other party to the Accords has shown a willingness to honor. Communist violations, therefore, justify the establishment of the security arrangement
herein recommended. Concurrently, Defense should study the military advisability
of committing U.S. forces in Vietnam (as noted in Military section above).
(Political details in Annex 3.)
4. Economic:
I. Objective: Undertake economic programs having both ashort-term immediate impact as well as ones which contribute to the longer range economic
viability of the country.
a. Undertake a series of economic projects designed to accompany the counterinsurgency effort, by the following action:
(1) Grant to ICA the authority and funds to move into a rural developmentcivic action program. Such a program would include short-range, simple, ixr~pact
projects which would be undertaken by teams working in cooperation with local
communities. This might cost roughly $3 to $5 million, mostly in local currency.
Directors of field teams should be given authority with respect to the expenditure
of funds including use of dollar instruments to purchase local currency on the spot.
b. Assist Vietnam to make the best use of all available economic resources, by
the following action:
(1) Having in mind that our chief objective is obtaining a full and enthusiastic
support by the G.V.N. in its fight against the Communists, a high level team,
preferably headed by Assistant Secretary of the Treasury John Leddy, with
State and ICA members,should be dispatched to Saigon to work out in conjunction
with the Ambassador a plan whereby combined U.S. and Vietnamese financial
resources can best be utilized. This group's terms of reference should cover the
broad range of fiscal and economic problems. Authority shoul3 be given to make
concessions necessary to achieve our objectives and to soften the blow of monetary
reform. Ambassador Nolting and perhaps the Vice President should notify Diem
of the proposed visit of this group stressing that their objective is clearly to
maximize the joint effort rather than to force the Vietnamese into inequitable and
unpalatable actions.
(2) As a part of the foregoing effort, an assessment should be undertaken of
the fiscal and other economic implications of a furtherforce increase from 170,000
to 200,000 (as noted in the Military section above).
c. Undertake the development of a long-range economic development program
as a means of demonstrating U.S. confidence in the economic and political future
of the country by the following action:
(1) Authorize Ambassador Nolting to inform the G.V.N. that the U.S. is
prepared to discuss along-range joint five year development program which
would involve contributions and undertakings by both parties (Economic details
in Annex 4.)
5. Psychological:
a. Assist the G.V.N. to accelerate its public information program to help
develop a broad public understanding of the actions required to combat the
Communist insurgents and to build public confidence in the G.V.N.'s determination and ability to deal with the Communist threat. (Details in Annex 5.)
b. The U.S. Country Team, in coordination with the G.V.N. Ministry of
Defense, should compile and declassify for use of media representatives in South
Vietnam and throughout the world, documented facts concerning Communist
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infiltration and terrorists' activities-and the measures being taken by the G.V.N.
to counter such attacks.
c. In coordination with CIA and the appropriate G.V.N. Ministry, USIS will
increase the flow of information about unfavorable conditions in North Vietnam
to media representatives.
d. Develop agricultural pilot-projects throughout the country, with a view
toward exploiting their beneficial psychological effects. This project would be
accomplished by combined teams of Vietnamese Civic Action personnel, Americans
in the Peace Corps, Filipinos in Operation Brotherhood, and other Free World
nationals.
e. Exploit as a part of a planned psychological campaign the rehabilitation of
Communist Viet Cong prisoners now held in South Vietnam. Testimony of
rehabilitated prisoners, stressing the errors of Communism, should be broadcast
to Communist-held areas, including North Vietnam, to induce defections. This
rehabilitation program would be assisted by a team of U.S. personnel including
U.S. Army (Civil Affairs, Psychological Warfare, and Counter-Intelligence),
USIS, and USOM experts.
f. Provide adequate funds for an impressive T7'.S. participation in the Saigon
Trade Fair of 1962.
6. Covert Actions:
a. Expand present operations in the field of intelligence, unconventional warfare,
and political-psychological activities to support the U.S. objective as stated.
b. Initiate the communications intelligence actions, CIA and ASA personnel
increases, and funding which were approved by the President at the NSC meeting
of 29 April 1961.
c. [Deleted.]
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(Details of covert actions are given in Annex 6.)
7. Funding:
a. As spelled out in the funding annex, the funding of the counter-insurgency
plan and the other actions recommended in this program might necessitate increases in U.S. support of the G.V.N. budget for FY 61 of as much as $68 million,
making up to a total of $192 million compared to $155 million for FY 60. The
U.S. contribution for the G.V.N. Defense budget in FY 62 as presently estimated
would total $161 million plus any deficiency in that Budget which the G.V.N.
might be unable to finance. The exact amount of U.S. contributions to the G.V.N.
Defense budgets for FY 61 and FY 62 are subject to negotiation between the U.S.
and the G.V.N.
b. U.S. military assistance to G.V.N., in order to provide the support contemplated by the proposed program would total $140 million, or $71 million more
than now programmed for Vietnam in the U.S. current MAP budget for FY 62.
(Details are given in Annex 7.)
8. Organizational Arrangements:
a. Because of the critical nature of the situation in Vietnam, and the need for
accelerated action, the direction, coordination, and support of the program will be
effected through a special Task Force on Vietnam, established in and directed by
the Department of State, constituted as follows:
Director: Sterling J. Cottrell.
Executive Officer: Chalmers B. Wood.
Members:
Defense:
Treasury:
BOB:
ICA:
USIA:
CIA:
Office of the President:
b. It shall be the responsibility of the Director and the Deputy Director of the
Task Force:
(1) To see that the action program as approved is carried out;
(2) To keep under continual review the adequacy of the action program to meet
its objectives; and
(3) To bring to the attention of the Secretary and the Under Secretary of State
and to the Secretary and Deputy Secretary of Defense the need for any changes in
or additions to the action program to meet its objectives.
73-970 0-7~-~
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MEMORANDIIM

Subject: Annexes to a Program of Action for South
Vietnam.
Transmitted herewith are 7 Annexes to the
draft of the "Program of Action
to Prevent Communist Domination of Southfinal
Vietnam" delivered to you earlier
today. Your comments on these annexes are invited
, at the same time as those on
the main paper.
The annex on "Covert Actions" has been withheld-fro
there were no substantive changes from the initial concep m this distribution, since
t.
EDWARD G. LANBDALE~
Brigadier Gener¢l, U.S. Air Force, Assistant to the Secreta
ry of Defense.
ANNES L
APPRAISAL OF THE SITIIATION

After a meeting in Hanoi on 13 May 1959, the Centra
l Committee of the North
Vietnamese Communist Party publicly announ
ced
government of President Ngo Dinh Diem. Followingits intention "to smash" the
this decision, the Viet Cong
have significantly increased their program of infiltra
tion, subversion, sabotage
and assassination designed to achieve this end.
At the North Vietnamese Communist Party Congre
ss in September, 1960, the
earlier declaration of underground war by the
Party's Control Committee was
re-affirmed. This action by the Party Congre
ss took place only a month after
Kong Le's coup in Laos. Scarcely two
later there was a military uprising
in Saigon. The turmoil created througmonths
hout the area by this rapid succession of
events provides an ideal environment for the Commu
nist "master plan" to take
over all of Southeast Asia.
Since that time, as can be seen from the attached map,
the internal security
situation in South Vietnam has become critical. What
guerrilla warfare now exists throughout the country. amounts to a state of active
Despite greatly stepped up
efforts by South Vietnamese, the number of Viet Cong
hard-core Communists
has increased from 4400 in early 1960 to an estimated
12,000 today. The number
of violent incidents per month now averages
650; casualties on both sides totaled
more than 4500 during the first three months
year. These figures, while
alarming, are also a reflection of increased effortsof this
by South Vietnamese forces. 58%
of the country is under some degree of Communist
control
ment and night raids to almost complete administrative , ranging from harassjurisdiction in the Communist "secure areas."
The Viet Cong over the past two years have succeeded
in stepping up the pace
and intensity of their attacks to the point where
South Vietnam is nearing the
decisive phase in its battle for survival. If the situati
on continues to deteriorate,
the Communists will be able to press on to their strateg
ic goal of establishing a
rival "National Liberation Front" government
in one of these "secure areas,"
thereby plunging the nation into open civil war. They
have publicly announced
that they will "take over the country before the end of 1961:
If agreement is reached on a cease fire in Laos, politica
future of that country will begin on May 12 at the Fourtel negotiations on the
en Power Conference
in Geneva. However,the Apri126 statement on Laos
by
Peiping government indicates that the Communist members of that conferethe
nce intend to expand the
negotiations to include other areas of Southeast Asia.
a result, it can be expected
that the Fourteen Power meeting will be prolonged,As
covering several months or
more.
The effect of these negotiations on the situation in Vietna
First, the very fact that the Fourteen Powers are meetin m will be threefold:
same ground rules as the 1954 Geneva Accords, including g under essentially the
mechanism in Laos, Vietnam and Cambodia, could have the concept of an ICC
a politically inhibiting
effect on any significant measures which the U.S. might
undertake to prevent a
Communist take-over in South Vietnam.
Second, as has been their practice in the past,
Communists can be expected
to use the cover of an international negotiationthe
to expand their subversive activities. In this case, close coordination of their efforts in Southe
and Vietnam can be expected. The 250 mile border betwee rn Laos, Cambodia
South Vietnam and
Laos, while never effectively sealed in the past, will now bendepriv
ed of even the
semblance of protection which the friendly, pro-western
Laos offers.
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Third, the three principal passes through the Annamite Mountains—the Nape
Pass, Mugia Gap, and the pass that controls the road.from Quang Tri to Savanakhet—lie in Southern Laos. These passes control three key military avenues of
advance from North Vietnam through Laos into the opening Mekong valley
leading to Thailand and South Vietnam. A Lao political settlement that would
afford the Communists an opportunity to maintain any sort of control, covertly
or otherwise, of these mountain passes would make them gate keepers to the primary inland invasion route leading to Saigon and flanking the most important
defensive terrain in the northern area of South Vietnam.
Thus, the situation is critical but not hopeless. The South Vietnamese Government, with American aid, is increasing its capabilities to fight its attackers. It
provides a strong anti-Communist government and generally pro-American population as a base upon which the necessary additional effort can be founded to defeat the Communist attack. Should the Communist effort increase, either directly
or as a result of a collapse of Laos, additional measures may be necessary.
ANNEx 2
MILITARY CONCEPT

1. The military considerations involved in a national program of action designed
to prevent Communist domination of South Vietnam and to create in that country
a viable, increasingly democratic society are complicated by:
a. The Post Ceasefire Situation in Laos
Indications are that the Communists are attempting to use the post cease-fire
period to consolidate their control over the areas in which the Pathet Lao forces
have been operating. If they are successful, this will
(1) Greatly increase the problem of guarding the G.V.N:Laos border against
the infiltration of Communist terrorists and supplies, and
(2) Allow the Communists to gain control over the three principal passes through
the Annamite Mountains, which lie along the frontier between Vietnam and Laos.
these passes(The Nape Pass, Mugia Gap,and the pass that controls the road from
Quang Tri to Savannakhet) are located in Southern Laos and control the three
key military avenues of advance from North Vietnam through Laos into the open
Mekong Valley leading to Thailand and South Vietnam. Ability to use these
internal lines of advance would enable an attacker from the North to avoid the
coastal road which is vulnerable to interdiction by naval gunfire or demolitions and
to flank the most defensive terrain in the northern area of South Vietnam.
b. The Forthcoming Fourteen-Power Conference
The very fact that the Fourteen Powers are meeting under essentially the same
ground rules as the 1954 Geneva Agreements, including the concept of an ICC
mechanism in Laos, Vietnam and Cambodia, could have a politically inhibiting
effect on any significant measures which the U.S. might undertake to prevent a
Communist take-over in South Vietnam.
c. SEATO Responsibilities Under the Manila Pact
Responsibility for the defense of South Vietnam, both against external aggression and internal subversion, was assumed by the SEATO powers under the protocol to the Manila Pact. The unanimity principle governing SEATO action has
prevented that organization from taking any measures to resist Communist
advances to date. Yet the very existence of SEATO makes it politically desirable
that any military operations in Southeast Asia be conducted under its aegis. This
in turn inhibits, to a certain degree, U.S. unilateral military actions.
d. The Morale Problem within South Vietnam
in
The failure of SEATO to take any action to halt the Communist actions
Laos has in large measure impaired the credibility of that organization insofar
as providing collective assistance in the defense of any nation in the area. Similarly,
also
the U.S. reluctance to play a more active leadership role in SEATO has al
contributed to a general lowering of morale among the G.V.N. government
has
officials and intelligentsia. Meanwhile the Communist terrorist campaign
been stepped up, thereby increasing the sense of uncertainty and fear throughout
the official government of South Vietnam.
2. Taking these military considerations into account, the problem of preventing
Communist domination of South Vietnam can be broken down into:
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a. Internal Security Measures
These have been carefully worked out and coordinated within the U.S. Government in the form of acounter-insurgency plan (CIP) for Vietnam. This plan has
been presented to President Diem and is to be implemented as rapidly as possible
as he approves the various specific elements of the plan. In support of the CIP,
the President at the NSC Meeting of 29 April 1961 approved the actions listed
under Part I of the Military Section of the proposed Program.
b. Protection of the Land Border of South Vietnam
Communist capabilities to infiltrate personnel and equipment into South.
Vietnam across either the Lao or the Cambodia border will be facilitated by the
cover provided by the ce~.se-fire and the forthcoming Fourteen-Power Conference.
Along the Laos-G.V.N. boundary, the extremely rugged nature of the terrain
makes- it almost impossible to establish a "water-tight" border. However, this
same rugged terrain limits the smuggling routes to one principal road, (the
east-west highway from Savannakhet to Tchepone to Quang Tri) and to some
12-15 reasonably passable trails.
Barring a significant increase in the present level of guerrilla infiltration and
military aggress!on, the G.~'.N. armed forces (170,000; and the Civil Guard
(68,000) bolstered by the establishment of an effective intelligence and patrol
system, regular aerial border surveillance and the application of technological
area-denial techniques (e.g., CW, BW, light plastic, air-droppable landmines,
fluorescent materials, etc.), have the capability of continuing the suppression of
the insurgency and even making considerable headway against it. This capability
will, of course, depend on a major acceleration of the present retraining program.
Given the augmentation and strengthening of the G.V.N. armed forces now being
proposed, it is considered an acceptable military risk that South Vietnam can cope
successfully with the Laos border problem.
Similar considerations apply to the frontier between South Vietnam and
Cambodia. It is hoped, however, that a realization of the increased threat to
their own security posed by Communist advances into Laos would persuade the
G.V.N. and Cambodia Governments to cooperate more effectively in the maintenance of adequate border security between the two countries.
In furtherance of these efforts, a special staff element (approximately 6 U.S.
personnel), to concentrate upon solutions to the unique problems of Vietnam's
borders, will be activated in MAAG,Vietnam,to assist a similar special unit in the
RVNAF which the G.V.N. will be encouraged to establish; these two elements
working as an integrated team will help the G.V.N. gain the support of nomadic
tribes and other border inhabitants, as well as introduce advanced techniques and
equipment to strengthen the security of South Vietnam's frontiers.
Additionally, there will be established a combined U.S.-Vietnamese Combat
Development and Test Center in South Vietnam which will assist the G.V.N.
to develop, with the help of modern technology, new techniques for use against
Communist terrorists and subversive activities throughout the country. The
Center will seek to devise practical applications of the latest scientific techniques
to the conditions of the sub-limited warfare now being waged throughout Southeast Asia, taking into account particularly the local terrain, the level of training
of the Vietnamese population, and the possibilities of local production of any
new weapons or equipment which may be developed.
c. Protection Against Infiltration by Sea
The provision of MAP support for the Vietnamese Junk Force (already approved by the President) will greatly improve that Force's capabilities in preventing clandestine supply and infiltration from the sea. Additionally, however,
it will be necessary for CINCPAC's naval component to assume an active responsibility jointly with the Vietnamese navy for coastal patrol activities from
the Cambodian border to the mouth of the Mekong River. In conjunction with °
the Junk Force, these naval forces can be expected to substantially reduce the
quantity of Communist supplies and personnel currently reaching the southern
delta -area of Vietnam.
d. Training the G.V.N. Armed Forces for Combat
The changed military situation in South Vietnam resulting from the Communist successes in Laos poses a direct and serious military threat to the entire
western flank of South Vietnam which cannot be met within the dimensions.of
our internal security program alone. This new threat requires the prompt organization of two new G.V.N. divisions and a vastly accelerated U.S. training
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program for the entire G.V.N. army. Because of the shortage of trained officers
and non-commissioned officers cadres, the success of such a program depends
upon raising the combat effectiveness of the South Vietnamese forces by an
entire order of magnitude within ¢ matEer of 6-8 months. To meet this new situation, it will be necessary to process the entire G.V.N. army through a greatly
intensified divisional training program as rapidly as possible. A task of this
magnitude is well beyond the capabilities of the existing MAAG and will require
the augmentation of the U.S. Advisory Group with as much as two U.S. training
commands, each capable of establishing a divisional field training. area in the
"high plateau" area of South Vietnam. These training areas, established in
remote locations away from population centers and .organized on a completely
austere basis, simulating to the maximum extent combat conditions in the country,
would each be able to process an entire G.V.N. division every ten weeks.
U.S. personnel required to establish these training commands would be introduced into South Vietnam in phased increments through northern ports, such as
Tourane and Nha Trang in a manner calculated to minimize, as much as possible,
public attention to these MAAG augmentations. Preliminary estimates indicate
that in order to process the existing 7 Vietnamese divisions through this intensified
combat training program in the short time available, each of these U.S. training
commands would require approximately 1600 U.S. instructors from Army or
Marine Corps sources.
In addition to the regular divisional training program, acceleration of Speciai
Forces training is indicated to assist the G.V.N. forces counter the increased level
of Viet Cong guerrilla activity which can be expected to follow acease-fire in Laos.
This will require a further MAAG augmentation of a Special Forces Group. To
meet the urgency of the situation, a Special Forces Group (approximately 400
military personnel) should be deployed at phased increments to Nha Trang for
this purpose. Initially a Special Forces Company (52 personnel) would be sent at
once to prepare for the arrival ofthe remainder of the Group.
e. Possible Introduction of U.S. Flag Forces in6o Vietnam
Should the situation in South Vietnam deteriorate to the point where the
measures outlined above are not adequate to prevent the Communist domination
of the country, it may be necessary to introduce U.S. flag forces either as a part of
a bi-lateral U.S:G.V.N. defense agreement or as a fulfillment of U.S.-SEATO
obligations. In this event, it is considered desirable to deploy to either Tourane
or Nha Trang a tailored, composite joint task force specially designed for carrying
out a counter guerrilla-civic action-limited war mission in South Vietnam. In the
absence of intelligence indications of an overt attack on the G.V.N., it is contemplated that this composite force would be deployed throughout the country in
small "task force" units on specific mission assignments of a counterguerrilla or
civic action nature. For example, combat engineer troops would undertake priority
road and airfield construction in preparation for their possible military use by
U.S. or other allied forces, but which would also be of long term benefit to the
Vietnamese economy. Similarly, mobile medical teams would travel throughout the
area providing help and assistance to rural G.V.N. villages and to the mountain
tribes. As needed, truck-borne water purification units will assist in areas where
water ~ollution presents a serious health problem. These small specialized "task
forces' working'ointly with similar units in the Vietnam armed forces would not
only give concrete evidence of U.S. willingness to commit its military strength in
~ combined effort with the G.V.N. to defend South Vietnam against Communist
domination, but would also demonstrate that while in the country, they will make
a positive contribution to the civil and economic needs of the local population.
ANNE% 3
POLITICAL

General Objectives
1. In order to develop the political and economic conditions for solid and widespread support of the GVN by key political groups and the general population
which will enable it to continue to resist Communist encroachment, we must
continue to work through and support the present Vietnamese government despite
its acknowledged weaknesses. No other even remotely feasible alternative exists at
this point in time which does not involve an unacceptable degree of risk. At the
same time, we do not underestimate the difficulties inherent in attempting to
effect a major alteration in the present governmental structure or in its objectives.
To .accomplish this will require very astute dealing between U.S. government
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personnel and the Vietnamese. However, we believe that we have the combination
of positive inducements plus points at which discreet pressure can be exercised
which will permit accomplishment of this objective.
U.S. Support for Diem
2. President Diem is not now fully confident of United States support. This
conSdence has been undermined partly by our vigorous efforts to get him to mend
his ways politically, and partly by the equivocal attitude he is convinced we took
at the time of the November 11, 1960, attempted coup:. It is essential that President Diem's full confidence in and communication with the United States be
restored promptly.
3. Increasing the confidence of President Diem and his government in the
United States must be the starting point of our new approach to Vietnam. Fortunately anumber of circumstances are favorable; a new administration in the
United States, a new ambassador going to Vietnam, and the fact that President
Diem has received a new mandate. Nevertheless, the going will not be easy. Given
Diem's personality and character and the abrasive nature of our recent relationships, success or failuie in this regard will depend very heavily on Ambassador
Nolting's ability to get on the same wave-length with Diem.
4. A series of Presidential Communications have been recommended and several
have been sent. The President sent President Diem a short oral message on his
election, and a warm public message on the occasion of his inauguration on
April 29. A classified brief personal message has been sent saying that Ambassador
Nolting is on his way with new proposalsfor joint actions to defeat the Communigt
insurgents. Messages relating to the Vice President's visit have also been sent.
Another message from the President is 3n preparation laying out the broad outline
of the Task Force program seeking Diem's cooperation and endorsement and
proposing, in effect, that this become a Joint Presidential Plan.
5. The Vice President's visit will provide the added incentive needed to give the
GVN the motivation and confidence it needs to carry on the struggle. We believe
that meetings between the Vice President and President Diem will act as a
catalytic agent to produce broad agreement on the need for accelerated joint
Vietnamese-US actions to resist Communist encroachment in S.E. Asia. These
meetings will also serve to get across to President Diem our confidence in him as
man of great stature and as one of the strong figures in S. E. Asia on whom we
are placing our reliance. At the same time, these conferences should impress
Diem with the degree of importance we attach to certain political and economic
reforms in Vietnam which are an essential element in frustrating Communist
encroachments. Recognizing the difficulties we have had the past persuading
Diem to take effective action on such reforms, as specific an understanding as
possible should be solicited from Diem on this point. Finally it might be possible
for the Vice President to return to Washington with a letter from Diem to the
President replying to the letter referred to in Paragraph 4 above.
Internal Support
6. Despite his recent success at the polls, President Diem lacks adequate support of a large proportion of opinion-making elements in Vietnam. He also needs
more understanding and support of the mass of people. His autocratic methods
and his lack of communication with the Vietnamese people are a continuing cause
of concern.
7. The chief threat to the viability of President Diem's administration is, without
a doubt, the fact of Communist insurgency and the government's inability to
protect its own people. Thus military measures must have the highest priority.
There is, nevertheless, strong discontent with the government among not only
the elite but among peasants, labor and business. Criticism focuses on the dynastic aspects of the Diem rule, on its clandestine political apparatus and on the
methods through which the President exercises his leadership. This is aggravated
by Communist subversive attempts to discredit the President and weaken his
government's authority. All this is made the easier because of a communication
void existing between the government and the people. For many months United
States efforts have been directed toward per4uading Diem to adopt political,
social, and economic changes deigned to correct this serious defect. Many of
these changes are included in the Counter-Insurgency Plan. Our success has been
only partial. There are those who consider that Diem will not succeed in the
battle to win men's minds in Vietnam.
Thus in giving priority emphasis to the need for internal security, we must not
relax in our efforts to persuade Diem of the need for political, social, and economic
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progress. If his efforts are inadequate in this field, our overall objective could be
seriously endangered and we might once more find ourselves in the position of
shoring up a leader who had lost the support of his people.
8. Next to specifying the means, the cost and the resources for interdicting
Viet-Gong access to South Vietnam and reducing Vie~Cong operations to a
minimum, the tasks of rallying the people to the government and improving the
government's relations with the people are the most urgent. A new type of political
development is long overdue in Vietnam to spark a new spirit. This•should be
something much broader and more relevant than the so-called "liberalization"
program. The government's rapport and acceptability must be strengthened with
the following key elements of the population:
(a) The young professional intelligentsia in the civil service, private organizations, and the faculties.
(b) The provincial, district and village administrators who must be replaced or
reoriented for democratic, humane, modern style handling of the little people.
(c) Village youth leaders, village councilors, farm family heads, and teachers.
These key groups could reach the general population in rural and urban areas
on a personal basis; new means of mass media can reach the population on a
quantitative basis.
9. A realistic political program would seek to produce favorable attitudes, active
popular cooperation against the Vie~Cong, and cadres to execute the government's
programs intelligently. For example, the program could include establishment of
(a) A professional and young Community Development Corps for the whole
country,
(b) Political training schools,
(c) A trained administrative corps,
(d) Amass radio and television system for political communication,
(e) Training for teams of young Vietnamese professionals for important longerrange projects in the economic electric power, and educational fields.
It may prove desirable to provide the Ambassador with the assistance of one
or more experts in Asian political development to assist him in developing and
explaining a political communications program.
External Relations
10. While it is vital that Vietnam's internal political situation be improved it
is also important that its external political relations with its neighbors and with the
world community similarly be improved. Vietnam's relationships with its neighbor
Cambodia are generally bad, nevertheless, defeat of the Communist insurgents
requires close cooperation with Cambodia on border control. This will require a
major effort of reconciliation. Other free world countries should be asked to assist
or at least support Vietnam in its struggle. Vietnam is a Free World problem, not
just a United States problem.
11. Cooperation between Cambodia $nd Vietnam on border control is an essential means of combating the Communists. Vietnam and Cambodia have always
had difficulty in negotiation on any issue, especially a complex and politicallycharged problem like border-control. In 1960, Cambodia made a major request for
military assistance to which we made only a token response. We should endeavor
to obtain better Cambodian cooperation, using a step up of military assistance as
"quid pro quo." To maximize the benefit to be derived from provision of additional military assistance we should specifically agree to provide 4 jet trainers
requested by the Cambodians thereby precluding provision of these aircraft by
Czechoslovakia which has already offered to make the aircraft available to the
Cambodians. This would forestall further Communist penetration in this area.
12. Because of the failure of the ICC to control subversion and infiltration it has
been suggested that Vietnam appeal to the United Nations Security Council for
ground observers in both North and South Vietnam. The Soviets would probably
veto any such action, and action in the General Assembly would be required.
Not only does the provision of United Nations Observers have intrinsic merit
but in any event, United Nations consideration would have the value of focusing
world opinion on Communist actions in Vietnam.
13. An appeal by Vietnam to the United Nations for the dispatch of ground
observers to supplement the work of the ICC in patrolling against the infiltration
of arms and armed personnel into Vietnam would normally be dealt with first in
the Security Council and, if a veto by a permanent member prevented the Security
Council from acting the appeal could then be taken up by the General Assembly.
There are various reasons for concluding that such an appeal ought to be dealt
with first in the Security Council rather than in the General Assembly:
(a) The Security Couneil, under Article 24, has primary responsibility under the
Charter for the maintenance of international peace and security.
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(b) A similar call for assistance by Lebanon during the summer of 1958 was
handled by the Security Council.
(c) An attempt to deal with such an appeal in the General Assembly in the
first instance, without having gone to the Security Council, might meet resistance
in the General Assembly, perhaps led by such permanent members of the Security
Council as France and the Soviet Union.
(d) Proceedings in the Council are more manageable, and it would be relatively
easier to secure majority agreement on a satisfactory text. If the USSR should
veto, this same text could then be introduced in the Assembly, with probable
avoidance of a difficult many-powered negotiation.
14. A resolution providing for the dispatch of a United Nations observer group
would be likely to receive the support of seven or more members of the'Security
Council. Nevertheless, its passage could be prevented by the negative vote of one
of the permanent members of the Council. The Soviet Union would be likely to
veto such a resolution. Then the processes of the General Assembly could be
invoked to deal with the question, pursuant to the Uniting for Peace Resolution.
Action in the Assembly would presumably be undertaken on the basis of the
draft resolution which failed of adoption in the Security Council. Under Article
18(2) of the Charter, questions involving recommendations with respect to the
maintenance of peace and security are important questions requiring atwo-thirds
majority of the members present and voting in the General Assembly. In the case
of a request by Vietnam for United Nations observers, such a majority could probably be secured in support of a resolution providing for the dispatch of a United
Nations Observer Group.
15. The presence of United Nations observers would stimulate the Indian and
Canadian members of the ICC to step up their surveillances. Infiltration would be
exposed to a much greater extent than is now the case and hence might be deterred;
South Vietnam would be strengthened by the presence of United Nations observers.
The prestige and political influence of the General Assembly and of its members
would be brought into play in support of a position designed to prevent the
infiltration of arms and men into Vietnam.
16. The United Kingdom has already expressed a strong interest in cooperating
to help the Vietnamese stop the Communists. It has offered to provide training
personnel with years of experience in Malay. It has also offered financial support.
Other like-minded countries, notably, the Philippines, and Australia have a
capability and a possible interest in this regard. While the use of third country
personnel may create some administrative problems for us and the GVN, it is of
overriding importance that others share with us the responsibility for helping
Vietnam win its struggle. Particularly as we can obtain a British participation we
will maximize the political benefits to be obtained within the western alliance by
sharing responsibility for this difficult problem.
Civic Action
17. The anti-guerrilla effort should be accompanied and followed up by economic
and political consolidation. A broad range of community development activities
both in the political and economic field should be pressed forward. Not only should
roads, wells, schools, etc., be pushed forward, but village political councils should
be created and an imaginative communications system should be established,
geared to bring the rural people of Vietnam into the body politic.
Improved Security Arrangements
18. It is doubtful whether the Vietnamese government could weather the
pressure which would be generated if Laos were lost, without prompt and dramatic
support for its security from the United States. Similarly, the extent to which the
remainder of the S.E. Asian countries would be prepared to go "in resisting Bloc
pressures or in withstanding local Communist threats would depend on whether
they still assessed that the United States could stem further Communist expansion
in the area. Although they would be disillusioned regarding U.S. resolution after
the loss or division of Laos, they would nonetheless welcome demonstrations of
U.S. firmness, and might, in response, modify their appraisal of their own future
in due course."(NIE of March 28, Outlook in Mainland S.E. Asia). Thus to further
strengthen and improve the internal and external political position of Vietnam
described above, and as a complementary action to the economic undertakings
described above, the United States should endeavor to develop various strengthened security arrangements.
19. The Geneva Aceords have been totally inadequate in protecting South
Vietnam against Communist infiltration and insurgency. Moreover, with increased Communist success in Laos dramatic U.S. actions in stiffening up ita
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physical support of Vietnam and the remainder of Southeast Asia may be needed
to bolster the will to continue to resist the Communists. The inhibitions imposed
on such action by certain parts of the Geneva Accords, which have been violated
with impunity by the Communists, should not prevent our action. We should
consider joining with the Vietnamese in a clear cut defensive alliance which might
include stationing of U.S. forces on Vietnamese soil. As a variant of this arrangement certain SEATO troops might also be employed.
20. Bilateral military assistance by the United States pursuant to a request by
South Vietnam along the lines of that undertaken during 1958 in response to the
request by Lebanon for military assistance, would be in keeping with international
law and treaty provisions. The provisions of the Geneva Accords of 1954, which
prohibited the introduction of additional military arms and personnel into Vietnam, would not be a bar to the measures contemplated. The obvious, large-scale
and continuous violation of these provisions of the Geneva Accords by North
Vietnam in introducing laxge numbers of armed guerrillas into South Vietnam
would justify the corresponding non-observance of these provisions by South
Vietnam. Indeed, authorization for changing PEO Laos into an ordinary MAAG
was justi$ed on this legal theory. It should be recognized that the foregoing
proposals require careful and detailed consideration and preparation particularly
with regard to the precise mission of U.S. forces used.
21. In addition to the previously cited advantages such an action might have
at least two other important political and military advantages:
(a) It could release a portion of the ARVN from relatively static military
functions to pursue the war against the insurgents and
(b) It would place the Sino-Soviet Bloc in the position of risking direct intervention in a situation where U.S. forces were already in place, accepting the
consequences of such action. This is in direct contrast to the current situation
in Laos.
22. Alternatively, there are several potential political and military disadvantages to such an action, principal among these being:
(a) Some of the neutrals, notably India might well be opposed—the attitude
of the U.K. and France is uncertain.
(b) This would provide the Communists with a major propaganda opportunity.
(c) The danger that a troop contribution would provoke a DRV–CHICOM
reaction with the risk of involving a significant commitment of U.S. force in the
Pacific to the Asian mainland. The French tied up some 200,000 troops during
the unsuccessful Indo-China effort.
This might significantly weaken the Diem regime in the long run, having in
mind the parallel of Rhee in Korea.
ANNE%
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Best Use of Resources
1. Our capability to assist Vietnam is hampered by its own inability to make
the best use of its available resources. A broad range of agreement between our
governments on fiscal and monetary measures to correct this situation is urgently
needed.
2. In spite of the increased insurgency, Vietnam has been making good economic progress. It has increased production and its exports have been increasing
rapidly. Despite a steady decrease in economic aid, its foreign exchange reserves
have been going up and are now in excess of its normal needs. On the other hand,
GVN revenues are now inadequate, in GVN opinion, to meet the increased local
currency costs of further anti-insurgency measures. This presents the U.S. with a
difficult dilemma. On the one hand, the enthusiastic cooperation of the GVN in
moving forward against the Communists is essential, but on the other hand, if
we give in to their request for more aid in support of the military budget, this
might not only fail to produce additional local currency, but could provide a
serious disincentive to GVN efforts to find more resources.
More importantly, coming after a protracted US effort to obtain an increased
Vietnamese fivanciai contribution which has recently gained a limited Vietnamese
agreement (the Vietnamese have agreed to meet the FY 61 local currency costs
of the CIP) a relaxation in our previous position might well be interpreted. as an
acceptance by the US that the problem is of greater concern to it than to Vietnam.
Such an attitude could be highly disruptive to an effective joint US-Vietnamese
effort. They have the means to raise more revenue, including increased taxation
and monetary reform, but both of these solutions, particularly the latter, are
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unpalatable in the extreme to President
Diem. However, one thing is certain
payment of Vietnamese troops will receiv
and US failure to provide additional defene first priority in the Vietnamese budget
se support aid will not affect the ability
or willingness of Vietnam to carry
necessary military actions.
3. Vietnam is essentially a "havout
e" rather than a "have not" country. It
land,resources, and an able and energe
has
tic people. If it were not for the Communists
Vietnam would probably be, like Thail
,
and,
econo
mical
ly
viable
today. We should
help it move ahead with a long range devel
opmen
t
progr
am
again
st the day when
the Communist menace has been
ht under control and it can press ahead
into an era of self-sustaining econobroug
growt
mic
h.
4. Perhaps the most effective means of
establishing Vietnamese confi
the political and economic future of their
in
country would be for the US to dence
itself to a long range economic developmen
commit
t
progr
am.
Unde
r peaceful circumstances, Vietnam would unquestionably
be one .of the most rapidly developing
countries in the axea, having the resour
ces,
both
huma
n
and natural, to bring
this about. Substantial amounts of
ional US development grant assistance
for long range projects can be effectaddit
ively
emplo
yed
in
Vietn
am. The additional
amounts would supplement current progr
ams as well as those contemplated for
FY 1962. They should in their aggre
gate
serve
to
signif
icantl
y accelerate the overall
development of the Vietnamese econ
omy and provide some additional social and
physical infrastructure support.
5. While the following does not
nd to be a comprehensive long range
development program, it unc{uestioprete
includes priority components of any
sound long range program. Contingentnably
upon the Vietnamese cooperation, assistance
could be directed into the following areas
:
(a) Agriculture—A 20 per cent increase of
agricultural output is a feasible 5-year
goal. Expanded extension servic
e, additional agricultural credit facilities
and
greater use of fertilizer are called to meet
(b) Health Services—Present deficient this objective.
facili
ties
shoul
d be expanded through
training of additional physicians, nurse
s, and technicians to provide for staffing
of hospitals and local health center
s.

in

(c) Education—Priority should be accorded
to accelerated teacher-training
programs with an augmented technical-voc
ational education program.
(d) Fishing—The deficient protein conte
inexpensively augmented by the provision nt of the Vietnamese diet can be
of additional larger and specially
equipped fishing boats to provide for great
er range and more efficient processing
of catch.
(e) Roads—There e$ists an urgent need for furth
er development of secondary
road systems in the rural areas to permi
efficient marketing of agriculture
products as well as to assist exploitationtofmore
presently untapped forestry resources.
(f) Public Administration—To obtain
ive government direction of essential
public services, public administrationeffect
training should be augmented at the
national, provincial, and local levels.
(g) Industrial Development—The present
Industrial Development Center
could be used to expand light industry, throu
resources and the improvement of managerial gh the provision of additional
, entre-preneurial and technical
skills.
6. In order to help strengthen the will of the peopl
e to resist the incursions of
the Viet Cong, the United States should begin
immediately to assist the GVN
undertake concentrated work in those rural
areas currently subject to intensive
Viet Cong activities. A number of Task Force
teams should be organized which
would undertake, in cooperation with local
communities, a series of short-range,
simple, inexpensive projects, the benefits of
which can be readily recognized.
Examples of projects to be undertaken are:
(a) well digging
(b) construction of inexpensive schools using
local materiel
(c) construction of markets
(d) introduction of medical dispensaries
(e) construction of simple irrigation ditch
es
(f) agricultural extension services
(g) veterinary services
(h) strengthening of rural agricultural coope
ratives
(i) construction of local roads, etc.
7. The above and related actions—which
would incorporate a maximum of
self-help operations—could be initiated on
crash basis. They should be addressed
to meeting the needs of the village commua
nities. It is proposed that the "Task
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Force" pattern of operations of USOM/Laos be adopted. This program was
designed to accommodate to the disorganized conditions after the Battle of
Vientiane. The objective of the Task Force concept was to provide relief to noninfiltrated and liberated areas and to accelerate self-help in rural development
activities. This program, despite numerous difficulties, has achieved satisfactory
results to date and presents itself as a most convenient and realistic mechanism
for the Presidential Task Force program for Vietnam.
In carrying out the foregoing, the cooperation of existing Vietnamese organizations should be utilized to the maumum. In particular the full cooperation of the
military would be required.
ANNEX 5
PSYCHOLOGICAL

The following are the types of actions envisioned to help the GVN accelerate
its public information program with the objectives of gaining broad public understanding of the actions required to combat the Communist insurgents and to build
public confidence in the GVN's determination and ability to deal with the Communist threat:
a. Assist the GVN to develop and improve the USOM-supported radio network
for the country, to include the prompt establishment of the presently planned
new stations at Soc Trang, Banmethout and Quang Ngai and the installation of
the more powerful, new transmitters now on USOM order for Saigon and Hue.
b. Assist the GVN to initiate a training program for information and press
attaches in the various ministries and directorates.
c. Assist the GVN to establish a Press Institute for the training of selected
young people for careers in journalism.
d. In cooperation with the MAAG and the Ministry of Defense, make use of
the troop information and education program of the GVN armed forces as a
channel of communication between the Government and the people in the rural
areas.
e. Encourage President Diem to continue the effective "fireside chat" and other
getting-to-the-people techniques which were begun during the recent election
campaign. Provide maximum press, film, and radio coverage for such appearances.
f. Reorient the programming of the existing USIS bi-national centers so that
they can serve as training centers for rural information and educational cadres.
ANNES Fi
COVERT ACTIONS

~

a. Intelligence: Expand current positive and counter-intelligence operations
against Communist forces in South Vietnam and against North Vietnam. These
include penetration of the Vietnamese Communist mechanism, dispatch of agents
to North Vietnam and strengthening Vietnamese internal security services.
Authorization should be given, subject to existing procedures, for the use in North
Vietnam operations of civilian air crews of American and other nationality, as
appropriate, in addition to Vietnamese. Consideration should be given for overflights of North Vietnam for photographic intelligence coverage, using American
or Chinese Nationalists crews and equipment as necessary.

I
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c. Unconventional Warfare: Expand present operations of the First Observation
Battalion in guerrilla areas of South Vietnam, under joint MAAG-CIA sponsorship
and direction. This should be in full operational collaboration with the Vietnamese,
using Vietnamese civilians recruited with CIA aid.
In Lacs, inffitrate teams under light civilian cover to Southeast Laos to locate
and attack Vietnamese Communist bases and lines of communications. These
teams should be supported by assault units of 100 to 150 Vietnamese for use on
targets beyond capability of teams. Training of teams could be a combined operaLion by CIA and US Army Special Forces.
In North Vietnam, using the foundation established by intelligence operations,
form networks of resistance, covert bases and teams for sabotage and light harassment. A capability should be created by MAAG in the South Vietnamese Army to
conduct Ranger raids and similar military actions in North Vietnam as might
prove necessary or appropriate. Such actions should try to avoid any outbreak of
extensive resistance or insurrection which could not be supported to the extent
necessary to stave off repression.
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Conduct over-flights for dropping of leaflets to harass the Communists and to
maintain morale of North Vietnamese population, and increase gray broadcasts to
North Vietnam for the same purposes.
d. Internal South Vietnam: Effect operations to penetrate political forces,
government, aimed services and opposition elements to measure support of government, provide warning of any coup plans, and identify individuals with potentiality
of providing leadership in event of disappearance of President Diem.
Build up an increase in the population's participation in and loyalty to free
government in Vietnam, through improved communication between the government and the people, and by strengthening independent or quasi-independent
organizations of political, syndical, or professional character. Support covertly
the GVN in allied and neutral countries, with special cmphasis on bringing out
GVN accomplishments, to counteract tendencies towards a "political solution"
while the Communists are attacking GVN. Effect, in support, a psychological
program in Vietnam and elsewhere exploiting Communist brutality and aggression
in North Vietnam.
e. The expanded program outlined above was estimated to
[DELETED]
in equipment. The personnel and fund augmentations in this paragraph were approved by the President at the NSC meeting of 29 April 1961.
[DELFIrED]
by the US Intelligence Board.
[DEL +IYtED]
ANNE7C T
FIINDIN(}

This funding program is (~19CU986f1 under two headings: (a) ~VN Defense
Budget (local currenty) and (b) MAP. It is understood that these are estimated
figures and that the Task Force will attempt more detailed estimates ae programs
are approved.
a. Defense Budget: (Local currency GVN defense budget requirements in
millions of dollars.)
1. To provide for defense against increased Communist insurgency, the GVN
defense budget has had to be increased materially over the past two years. The
GVN defense budget is mutually agreed upon by the GVN and MAAG. The
budget for FY 60 and our presentestimate for FY 61 and for FY 62 GVN defense
budget are in dollars (Vietnamese FY is also CY)
Fiscal year 1960--------------------------------------------------168
Fiscal year 1961--------------------------------------------------212
Fiscal year 1962--------------------------------------------------247
The figures for FY 62 include the increased costs for the already approved (but
not funded) actions as well as the additional actions recommended in this program.
2. Funding of budget: Funding of its defense budget is accomplished by GVN,
with the United States providing imported commodities which are sold for local
currency. The agreed budget and financing for FY 60 was as follows:
Fiacad
year i980

U.S. contribution-------------------------------------------------- 155.5
GVN contribution__________________ _______________________________ 12.5
TOL GVN defense budget___________ _______________________________ 168.0
Prior to the initiation of the CIP, the GVN proposed a defense budget of $177
for FY 61. No agreement has been reached between the USG and GVN ~s to
provisions of funds for this budget. Prior to the development of the Prggram of
Action for Vietnam anticipated expenses associated with the implementation of
the Counter-Insurgency Plan, and other requirements, made it necessary to increase the earlier estimate of GVN Defense Budget for FY 61 to $212.0. The
status of funding of this amount is as follows: ICA has agreed to provide $134.0
and GVN has agreed to provide $20.0 leaving ashort-fall of $58.0. The Country
Team has recommended that th0 United States contribute an additional $19.0.

~—
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If this were approved, it would raise the total FY 61 US contribution to $153.0
million, but would still leave ashort-fall of $39.0 million. Mr. Thuan (GVN Secretary of State for the Presidency and Minister of Defense) stated on 24 March
1961 that the GVN would like to receive more American aid, but if this were not
possible the GVN will have to choose between the Communist danger and the
danger of inflation: The GVN in this case, of course, would choose to risk the
danger of inflation and could meet the financial burden of the Counter-Insurgency
Plan in 1961. Secretary Thuan, however, expressed considerable concern regarding
the prospects for 1962.1
While recognizing that the final levels of both US and Vietnamese contributions
to the FY 61 defense budget are still under negotiation, it must be kept in mind
that in order to be certain that the 20,000 additional soldiers now authorized for
the GVN Army are brought into the troop basis promptly, it may be necessary
for the US to increse FY 61 contribution by the amount of the short-fall of $58
million to insure the success of the Counter-Insurgency Plan.
In order to implement items in the Counter-Insurgency Plan which are agreed
to by the GVN and to carry out the additional measures recommended herein, the
GVN defense budget for FY 62 might be in the order of $247. This budget would
include, if mutually agreed upon, a US contribution of $161.0 million and a Vietnamese contribution of $86.0 million. This would provide the local currency needed
to carry out this program of action for Vietnam.
The Task Force points out that this level requires afour-fold increase over the
FY 61 GVN contribution. If the Vietnamese are unable to provide this level of
funds, there will again be a substantial short-fall which the US might have to
meet if the program as outlined is to be mounted.
b. MAP:In order to provide the necessary equipment, training and other support required for a GVN armed force of 200,000, a Civil Guard of 68,000, Self
Defense Corps of 40,000 and those portions of para. 2 above properly chargeable
to milit$ry assistance, a total of $140 million is required for Military Assistance in
FY 62for Vietnam. This amount is $71 million more than is currently programmed
for Vietnam within the current World Wide FY 62 MAP of $1.6 billion, which is a
holding program pending results of an Executive Branch study of the Military
Assistance Program now underway.
It is necessary, therefore, that this additional $71 million required for the Vietnam Military Assistance Program be provided by supplemental appropriations
over and above the presently contemplated World Wide FY 62 $1.6 billion
program.

APPENDIX II
THE WHITE HOIISE~

Washington, May li, i96i.
NATIONAL SECIIRITY ACTION MEMORANDIIM

No. 52

To: The Secretary of State.
The President today reviewed the report of the Vietnam Task Force, entitled
"Program of Action to Prevent Communist Domination of South Vietnam."
Subject to amendments or revisions which he may wish to make after providing
opportunity for a further discussion at the next meeting of the National Security
Council now scheduled for May 19, the President has made the following decisions on the basis of this report:
1. The U.S. objective and concept of operations stated in the report are approved: to prevent Communist domination of South Vietnam; to create in that
country a viable and increasingly democratic society, and to initiate, on an
accelerated basis, a series of mutually supporting actions of a military, political,
economic, psychological and covert character designed to achieve this objective.
2. The approval given for specific military actions by the President at the
National Security Council meeting on April 29; 1961, is confirmed.
3. Additional actions listed at pages 4 and 5 of the Task Force Report are
authorized, with the objective of meeting the increased security threat resulting
from the new situation along the frontier between Laos and Vietnam. In particular, the President directs an assessment of the military utility of a further
increase in G.V.N. forces from 170,00 to 200,000, together with an assessment
of the parallel political and fiscal implications.
1 See Foreign Service Dispatch 4b6.
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4. The President directs full examination by the Defense Department, under
the guidance of the Director of the continuing Task Force on Vietnam,
of the
size and composition of forces which would be desirable in the case of
a possible
commitment of U.S. forces to Vietnam. The diplomatic setting within
which
this action might be taken should also be examined.
5. The U.S. will seek to increase the confidence of President Diem and
his
government in the United States by a series of actions and
to the trip of Vice President Johnson. The U.S. will attempt to messages relating
President Diem's popular support within Vietnam by reappraisal strengthen
and
n,
under the direction of Ambassador Nolting. Ambassador Nolting negotiatio
is also requested to recommend any necessary reorganization of the Country Team
for
these purposes.
6. The U.S. will negotiate in appropriate ways to improve Vietnam's relationship with other countries, especially Cambodia, and its standing in world opinion.
7. The Ambassador is authorized to begin negotiations looking toward a
new
bilateral arrangements with Vietnam, but no firm commitment will be made
to
such an arrangement without further review by the President.
8. The U.S. will undertake economic programs in Vietnam with a view to
both short term immediate impact and a contribution to the longer range economic viability of the country, and the specific actions proposed on pages 12
and 13 of the Task Force Report are authorized.
9. The U.S. will strengthen its efforts in the psychological field as recommended on pages 14 and 15 of the Task Force Report.
10. The program for covert actions outlined on page 15 of the Task Force
Report is approved.
11. These decisions will be supported by appropriate budgetary action, but
the President reserves judgment on the levels of funding proposed on pages 15
and 16 of the Task Force Report and in the funding annex.
12. Finally, the President approves the continuation of a special Taek Force
on Vietnam, established in and directed by the Department of State under
Sterling J. Cottrell as Director, and Chalmers B. Wood as Executive Officer.
MCGEOR(~E BIINDY.

APPENDIX IYI
THE DEPIITY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Washington, D.C., October 1I, 196i.
MEMORANDIIM FOR RECORD

Subject: South Vietnam.
At this morning's meeting with the President the following course of action was
agreed upon with relation to South Vietnam:
1. The Defense Department is authorized to send the Air Force's Jungle Jim
Squadron into Vietnam to serve under the MAAG as a training mission and not
for combat at the present time.
2. General Maxwell Taylor accompanied by Dr. Rostow from the White House,
General Lansdale, a representative of JCS, Mr. Cottrell from State and probably
someone from ISA willl leave for Vietnam over the weekend on a Presidential
mission (to be announced by the President at this afternoon's press conference as
an economic survey) to look into the feasibility from both political and military
standpoints of the following:
(a) the plan for military intervention discussed at this morning's meeting
on the basis of the Vietnam task force paper entitled "Concept for Intervention in Vietnam".
(b) an alternative plan for stationing in Vietnam fewer U.S. combat forces
than those called For under the plan referred to in (a) above and with a more
limited objective than dealing with the Viet Cong;in other words, such a sma11
force would probably go in at Tourane and possibly another southern port
principally for the purpose of establishing a U.S. "presence" in Vietnam;
(c) other alternatives in lieu of putting any U.S. combat forces in Vietnam,
i.e. stepping up U.S. assistance and training of Vietnam units, furnishing of
more U.S. equipment, particularly helicopters and other light aircraft, trucks
and other ground transport, etc.
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3. During the two or three weeks that will be required for the completion of
General Taylor's mission, State will push ahead with the following political actions:
(a) protest to the ICC on the step-up in North Vietnamese support of
Viet Cong activities,
(b) tabling at the UN a white paper based on Mr. William Jordan's reprort
concerning Communist violations of the Geneva Accords, and
(c) consultation with our SEATO allies, principally the British and
Australians, regarding SEATO actions in support of the deteriorating situation in Vietnam.
ROSWELL GILPATRIC.

APPENDIX N
Z'HE WHITE FIOIISE~

Washington, October i3, 198i.
NATIONAL SECIIRITY ACTION MEMORANDIIM No. 104
To: The Secretary of State.
The Secretary of Defense.
The Director of Central Intelligence.
Subject: Southeast Asia.
The President on October 11, 1961, directed that the following actions be taken:
1. Make preparations for the publication of the white paper on North Vietnamese aggression against South Viet Nam which is now being drafted in the
Department of State.
2. Develop plans for possible action in the Viet Nam ICC based upon the white
paper, preliminary to possible action under paragraph 3 below.
3. Develop plans for presentation of the Viet Nam case in the United Nations.
4. Subject to agreement with the Government of Viet Nam which is now being
sought, introduce the Air Force Jungle Jim Squadron into Viet Nam.for the
initial purpose of training Vietnamese forces.
5. Initiate guerrilla ground action, including use of U.S. advisers if necessary,
against Communist aerial resupply missions in the Tchepone area.
6. General Taylor should undertake a mission to Saigon to explore ways in
which assistance of all types might be more.effective.
The President also agreed that certain other actions developed by the Task
Force and concurred in by the agencies concerned, but which do not requi:a
specific Presidential approval, should be undertaken on an urgent basis.

MCGEORGE BIINDY.

APPENDIX V
November 1, 1961.
To: White House.
From: BAGUIO.
EYES ONLY FOR THE PRESIDENT FROM

GENERAL TAYLOR

1. Transmitted herewith are a summary of the fundamental conclusions of my
group and my personal recommendations in response to the letter of the President
to me dated 13 October 1961.
At our meeting next Friday I hope to be allowed to explain the thinking which
lies behind them. At that time I shall transmit our entire report which will provide
detailed support for the recommendations and will serve as a working paper for
the interested departments and agencies.
2. It is concluded that:
a. Communist strategy aims to gain control of Southeast Asia by methods of
subversion and guerrilla war which by-pass conventional U.S. and indigenous
strength on the ground. The interim Communistgoal—en route to total take-over—
appears to be a neutral Southeast Asia, detached from U.S. protection. This
strategy is well on the way to success in Vietnam.
b. In Vietnam (and Southeast Asia) there is a double crisis in confidence:
doubt that U.S. is determined to save Southeast Asia; doubt that Diem's methods
can frustrate and defeat Corn~munist purposes and methods. The Vietnamese
(and Southeast Asians) will undoubtedly draw rightly or wrongly—definitive
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conclusions in coming weeks and months concerning the probable outcome and
will adjust their behaviour accordingly. What the U.S. does or fails to do will be
decisive to the end result.
c. Aside from the morale factor, the Vietnamese Government is caught in
interlocking circles of bad tactics and bad administrative arrangements which
pin their forces on the defensive in waya which permit a relatively small Viet-Gong
force (about one tenth the size of the (xVN regulars) to create conditions of frustration and terror certain to lead to a political crisis, if a positive turning point is
soon achieved. The following recommendations are designed to achieve that
favorable turn, to avoid further deterioration in the situation in South Vietnam,
and eventually to contain and eliminate the threat to its independence.
3. It is recommended:
C3ENERAL

a. That upon request from the Government of Vietnam (GVN) to come to its
aid in resisting the increasing aggressions of the Viet-Gong and in repairing the
rav8gea of the Delta flood which, in combination, threaten the lives of its citizens
and the security of the country, the U.S. Government offer to join the GVN in a
massive joint effort ae a art of a total mobilization of GVN resources to cope
with both the Viet-Gong ~VC) and the ravages of the flood. The U.S. representatives will participate actively in this effort, particularly in the fields of government administration, military plans and operations, intelligence, and flood relief,
.going beyond the advisory role which they have observed in the past.
SPECIFIC

b. That in support of the foregoing broad commitment to a joint effort with
Diem, the following specific measures be undertaken:
(1) The U.S. Government will be prepared to provide individual administrators
for insertion into the governmental machinery of South Vietnaru in types and
numbers to be worked out with President Diem.
(2) A joint effort will be made to improve xhe military-political intelligence
system beginning at the provincial level and extending upward through the
government and armed forces to the Central Intelligence Organization.
(3) The U.S. Government will engage in a joint survey of the conditions in the
provinces to assess the social, political, intelligence, and military factors bearing
on the prosecution of the counter-insurgency in order to reach a common estimate
of these factors and a common determination of how to deal with them. As this
survey will consume time, it should not hold back the immediate actions which
are clearly needed regardless of its outcome.
(4) A joint effort will be made to free the Army for mobile, offensive operations.
This effort will be based upon improving the training and equipping of the Civil
Guard and the Self-Defense Corps, relieving the regular Army of static missions,
raising the level of the mobility of Army forces by the provision of considerably
more helicopters and light aviation, and organizing a Border Ranger Force for a
long-term campaign on the Laotian border against the Viet-Gong infiltrators.
The U.S. Government will support this effort with equipment and with military
units and personnel to do those tasks which the Armed Forces of Vietnam cannot
perform in time. Such' tasks include air reconnaissance and photography, airlift
(beyond the present capacity of SVN forces), special intelligence, and air-ground
support techniques.
(5) The.U.S. Government will assist the GVN in effecting surveillance and
control over the coastal waters and inland waterways, furnishing such advisors,
operating personnel and small craft as may be necessary for quick and effective
operations.
(6) The MAAG, Vietnam, will be reorganized and increased in size as may be
necessary by the implementation of these recommendations.
(7) The U.S. Government will offer to introduce into South Vietnam a military
Task Force to operate under U.S. control for the following purposes:
(a) Provide a U.S. military presence capable of raising national morale and of
showing to Southeast Asia the seriousness of the U.S. intent to resist a Communist
take-over.
(b) Conduet logistical operations in support of militaxy and flood relief
operations.
(c) Conduct such combat operations as are necessary for self-defense and for
the security of the area in which they are stationed.
(d) Provide an emergency reserve to back up the Armed Forces of the GVN
in the case of a heightened military crisis.
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(e) Act as an advance party of such additional forces as may be introduced
if CINCPAC or SEATO contingency plans are invoked.
(8) The U.S. Government will review its economic aid program to take into
account the needs of flood relief and to give priority to those projects in support
of the expanded counterinsurgency program.
[DELETED.]

APPENDIX VI
November 1, 1961.
To: White House.
From: BAGUIO.
EYES ONLY FOR THE PRESIDENT FROM GENERAL TAYLOR

This message is for the purpose of presenting my reasons for recommending the
introduction of a U.S. military force into South Vietnam (SVN). I have reached
the conclusion that this is an essential action if we are to reverse the present
downward trend of events in spite of a full recognition of the following
disadvantages:
a. The strategic reserve of U.S. forces is presently so weak that we can ill afford
any detachment of forces to a peripheral area of the Communist bloc where they
will be pinned down for an uncertain duration.
b. Although U.S. prestige is already engaged in SVN, it will become more so by
the sending of troops.
c. If the first contingent is not enough to accomplish the necessary results, it
will be difficult to resist the pressure to reinforce. If the ultimate result sought is
the closing of the frontiers and the clean-up of the insurgents within SVN, there
is no limit to our possible commitment (unless we attack the source in Hanoi).
d. The introduction of U.S. forces may increase tensions and risk escalation
into a major war in Asia.
On the other side of the argument, there can be no action so convincing of U.S.
seriousness of purpose and hence so reassuring to the people and Government of
SVN and to our other friends and allies in SEA as the introduction of U.S. forces
into SVN. The views of indigenous and U.S. officials consulted on our trip were
unanimous on this point. I have just seen Saigon 545 to State and suggest that
it be read in connection with this message.
The size of the U.S. force introduced need not be great to provide the military
presence necessary to produce the desired effect on national morale in SVN and
on international opinion. A bare token, however, will not suffice; it must have a
significant value. The kinds of tasks which it might undertake which would have a
significant value are suggested in BAGUIO 5. They are:
(a) Provide a U.S. military presence capable of raising national morale and of
showing to Southeast Asia the seriousness of the U.S.intent to resist a Communist
take-over.
(b) Conduct logistical operations in support of military and flood relief
operations.
(c) Conduct such combat operations as are necessary for self-defense and for the
security of the area in which they are stationed.
(d) Provide an emergency reserve to back up the Armed Forces of the GVN
in the case of a heightened military crisis.
(e) Act as an advance party of such additional forces as may be introduced if
CINCPAC or SEATO contingency plans are invoked.
It is noteworthy that this force is not proposed to clear the jungles and forests
of Viet Cong guerrillas. That should be the primary task of the Armed Forces of
Vietnam for which they should be specifically organized, trained, and stiffened
with ample U.S. advisors down to combat battalion levels. However, the U.S.
troops maybe called upon to engage in combat to protect themselves,their working
parties, and the area in which they live. As a general reserve, they might be thrown
into action (with U.S.agreement) against large,formed guerrilla bands which have
abandoned the forests for attacks on major targets. But in general, our forces
should not engage in small-scale guerrilla operations in the jungle.
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As an area for the operations of U.S. troops, SVN is not an excessively difficult
or unpleasant place to operate. While the border areas are rugged and heavily
forested, the terrain is comparable to parts of Korea where U.S. troops learned to
live and work without too much effort. However, these border areas, for reasons
stated above, are not the places to engage our forces. In the High Plateau and in
the coastal plain where U.S. troops would probably be stationed, these jungleforest conditions do not exist to any great extent. The most unpleasant feature
in the coastal areas would be the heat and, in the Delta, the mud left behind by
the flood. The High Plateau offers no particular obstacle to the stationing of U.S.
troops.
The extent to which the Task Force would engage in flood relief activities in
the Delta will depend upon further study of the problem there. As reported in
Saigon 537, I see considerable advantages in playing up this aspect of the Task
Force mission. I am presently inclined to favor a dual mission, initially help to
the flood area and subsequently use in any other area of SVN where its resources
can be used effectively to give tangible support in the struggle against the Viet
Cong. However, the possibility of emphasizing the humanitarian mission will
wane if we wait long in moving in our forces or in linking our stated purpose with
the emergency conditions created by the flood.
The risks of backing into a major Asian war by way of SVN are present but
are not impressive. NVN is extremely vulnerable to conventional bombing, a
weakness which should be exploited diplomatically in convincing Hanoi to lay
off SVN. Both the DRV and the Chicoms would face severe logistical difficulties
in trying to maintain strong forces in the field in SEA, difficulties which we share
but by no means to the same degree. There is no case for fearing a mass onslaught
of Communist manpower into SVN and its neighboring states, particularly if our
airpower is allowed a free hand against logistical targets. Finally, the starvation
conditions in China should discourage Communist leaders there from being
militarily venturesome for some time to come.
By the foregoing line of reasoning, I have reached the conclusion that the
introduction of a U.S. military Task Force without delay offers deSnitely more
advantage than it creates risks and difficulties. In fact, I do not believe that our
program to save SVN will succeed without it. If the concept is approved, the
exact size and composition of the force should be determined by the Secretary
of Defense in consultation with the JCS, the Chief MAAG,and CINCPAC. My
own feeling is that the initial size should not exceed about 8000, of which a
preponderant number would be in logistical-type units. After acquiring experience
in operating in SVN, this initial force will require reorganization and adjustment
to the local scene.
As CINCPAC will point out, any forces committed to SVN will need to be
replaced by additional forces to his area from the strategic reserve in the U.S.
Also, any troops to SVN are in addition to those which may be required to execute
SEATO Plan 5 in Laos. Both facts should be taken into account in current considerations of the FY 1963 budget which bear upon the permanent increase which
should be made in the U.S. military establishment to maintain our strategic
position for the long pull.
APPENDIX VII
October 24, 1961.
From: Saigon.
WHITE HOIISE EYES ONLY FOR THE PREBIDENT~ STATE EYES ONLY FOR RIIBg
AND UNDER SECRETARY .TOHNSON~ DEFENSE EYES ONLY SECRETARY MCNAMARA~ ~TCS EYE& ONLY GENERAL LEMNITZER-FROM GENERAL TAYLOR

With regard to the critical question of introducing U.S. military forces into
VN:
My view is that we should put in a task force consisting largely of logistical
troops for the purpose of participating in flood relief and at the same time of
providing a U.S. military presence in VN capable of assuring Diem of our readiness
to join him in a military showdown with the Viet Cong or Viet Minh. To relate
the introduction of these troops to the needs of flood relief seems to me to offer
introduction of these troops to the needs of flood relief seems to me to offer con-
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siderable advantages in VN and abroad.It gives a specific humanitarian task as the
prime reason for the coming of our troops and avoids any suggestion that we are
taking over responsibility for the security of the country. As the task is a specific
one, we can extricate our troops when it is done if we so desire. Alternatively,
we can phase them into other activities if we wish to remain longer.
The strength of the force I have in mind on the order of 6-8000 troops. Its
initial composition should be worked out here after study of the possible requirements and conditions for its use and subsequent modifications made with experience.
In addition to the logistical component, it will be necessary to include some
combat troops for the protection of logistical operations and the defense of the
area occupied by U.S. forces. Any troops coming to VN may expect to take
casualities.
Needless to say, this kind of task force will exercise little direct influence on the
campaign against the V.C. It will, however, give a much needed shot in the arm
to national morale, particularly if combined with other actions showing that a
more effective working relationship in the common cause has been established
between the GVN and the U.S.
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